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(Editor's Note: The following is
an excerpt - approximately. one-fifth
- of President John S. Toll's annual

report to the Chancellor of the State
University of New York. The em-
phasis is ours.)

Campus Life

In the fall of 1967, the student
body rose to 5199, an increase of
1247 over the year earlier. Included
in this total were 689 graduate stu-
dents, 67% higher than the num-
ber enrolled twelve months earlier.
The freshman class contained 1357
students, the largest class to have
been admitted to the University at
Stony Brook.

Seven hundred and thirty-four de-
gress were granted in June, 1968.
This compared with 402 the pre-
ceding year and continued the
marked annual increase in graduat-
ing seniors observed since the first
commencement in 1961. The total
included 635 undergraduate degrees,
79 masters degrees, and 20 doc-
torates.

Services to students were pro-
vided at an increased rate. The
number of counseling visits jumped
from 3810 to 4650, placement inter-
views from 1100 to 2300, student
health service visits from 10,000 to
13,000, and admissions applications
from 7300 to 8500. During most of
the year, offices providing student
services had a backlog of requests
and a waiting list.

The problems of overcrowding
which were noted in the annual
report of 1966-67 were accentuated'
in 1967-68 by the increase in. enroll-
ment noted above. The construction
program failed to keep pace with the
increase in the student population.
The student body increased by
1246, while 1000 residential beds
were added. At the beginning of the
year, over half the resident students
were "tripled." The only increase
in the academic space was pro-
vided by the rehabilitation of space

Two events brought these student
conditions into the limelight and
turned unrest into protest. On De-
cember 7, workmen left a construc-
tion site on campus and attacked
students and staff members par-
ticipating in an antiwar rally. Oh
January 17, Suffolk County police
made a highly publicized dawn raid
on residence halls to arrest stu-
dents suspected of possessing or
"selling" drugs. Following these
two events the whole campus was
involved in serious discussions of
fundamental issues of campus liv-
ing, including the relationship of
the University to students, parietal
hours, student regulations, campus
drug policies, police access to
campus, search policies in resi-
dence halls, and policies governing
student demonstrations.

These sources of anxiety were
quickly related to other social issues
of concern to the students, such as
the draft, the Vietnam war, and
recruiting on campus. Student
demonstrations on many of these
issues took place on campus, and
in a few instances these were dis-
ruptive. However, classes were
never halted by demonstrations
and there was no appreciable de-
struction during the protests.

Important issues of academic
freedom were raised when several
faculty members refused to answer
questions directed at them by the
Joint Legislative Committee on
Crime on the grounds that their rela-
tionship to students was and had to
be such as to prevent public dis-
closure of personal matters com-
municated to them by students. At
the end of the year most of the issues
were unresolved; cases against the
students were still pending, a grand
jury investigation of the University
was continuing, and an appeal of
subpoenas issued by the grand jury
to certain faculty members was
before the New York State Court
of Appeals.

An unfortunate aspect of these
investigations was the many dis-
tortions and false accusations made
by law enforcement authorities to
justify their actions. A serious
problem of illegal drug activites
exists at Stony Brook as at other
universities, but there is no evi--
dence that the incidence of drug
use was greater at Stony Brookc
than at the average major residen-
tial campus, and the University Cen-
ter had been doing more than most
universities to deal with this problem;
these efforts have been continued
and intensified.

The University made clear its
willingness to cooperate with law
enforcement agencies in efforts to
discourage drug use on campus. At
the same time, a revision of stu-
dent regulations already underway
was accelerated, with students and
faculty members heavily involved.
As discussions of these topics con-
tinued during the spring and sum-
mer, a Vice-President for Student
Affairs was appointed, and a faculty-
student Council for Student Affairs
was created and given wide powers
to recommend policies. The student
government employed an attorney
during the summer to investigate
ways of insuring the it~ts of stu-
dents.

The Residential College Program
was operating in most studeat resi-
dences and assisted greatly to re-
lieve tension through providing for
extensive student-faculty interaction
meaningful for both. A successful
experiment with extended visiting
hours in the residence halls was
conducted. The year ended with
the Stony Brook Council considering
proposed revisions of student regu-
lations and meeting with the Council
for Student Affairs to discuss poli-
cies respecting the confidentiality of
student records, illegal drugs, and
room inspections. It was clear that
campus concern with these and
related issues would continue and
that further changes could be ex-
pected.

Tonl epb Albany o campus.

in the attic and basements of the
Biology and Physics buildings and
the completion of the Social Sci-
ences Buildings toward the end of
the fall semester. Neither library
space nor recreational space was
added to overcome serious over-
crowding in these areas.

For the students the normal
problems incident to adolescence,
campus life, and academic effort
were accentuated by the overcrowded
conditions on campus. The Univer-
sity took extraordinary steps to im-
prove conditions; it leased living
quarters off campus, made changes
in the residence halls to increase
the number of lounges and study
areas, increased library hours and
kept some classrooms open all night
long for study purposes, and in-
creased faculty contacts with stu-
dents through the Residential Col-
lege Program.

elected in the Polity election to be
held on February 12 with petitions
now available at the Polity office.
The ex-officio membership includes
the chief executive officer or some-
one designated by him from the
following: Student Polity, Graduate
Student Council, Faculty Assembly,
Director of the Campus Center,
and the Chairman of the Program
and Services Council.

Programming jin .e Stony Brook
Union wiH be facilitated by the
Program and Services Council
which will consist of the program
director and, the building manager
and one member from each of the
following: SAB, Commuter Associa-
tion, COCA, Music Department,
Theater Department, Art Depart-
ment and Poster Shop.

The name Stony Brook Union is
to be used until a decision is made
as to naming the Union after a
famous New Yorker. Thus far, two
names have been proposed: Lenny
Bruce and John Steinbeck.

By ALAN J. WAX
Statesman Staff Writeir

After a two-and-a-half-year conifo-
versy, the constitution of the Govern-
ing Board of the Stony Brook
Union (formerly Campus Center)
was unanimously passed by the
Council for Student Affairs on Fri-
day, Jan. 17.

According to the constitution:

The jurisdiction of the govern-
ing board embraces the facility
(Stony Brook Union) and those
adjoining areas functionally re-
lated to it, the programs and
services provided by the Center;
the overall supervision of ad-
ministration through the develop-
ment of policies, review of
policy implementation, approval
of the appointment of principal
administrative officers, approval
of budget proposals and general
review of operational practices.

Membership of the Governing
Board will include nine elected

The once Campus Center, no" Me Ntonx rsio<k t *»pn"

members and five ex-officio mem-
bers. Of the elected members, six
will be undergraduates, one will be a

graduate sItIdent. and t'wo will be
memnbers of the faculty assembly.
Undergraduate members will be

Toll Calls Residential College Program Meaningful

CSA Approves Stony Brook Union Constitution
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Anyone wishing to be a
student guide for the spring
semester should pick up an
application at the admissions
office.

The Traffic Appeals Board
is now fully authorized to
consider individual appeals
from summonses. Questions
regarding an appeal may be
forwarded to .Mr. Charles
Totten, traffic coordinator,
at 7623, or Dr. Paul Croft,
chairman of the Board, at
5063.

Comm. Defrs
Action On

Ombudsman
The Executive Commit-

tee of the Facult. Senate
has deferred any reecm-
mendation regarding om-
budsmen pending a rqport
of a subcommittee which
has been asked to con-
sider questions which have
arisen concerning their
role, constituency and se-
lection.

Last year's ombudsmen
were Dr. Theodore Gold-
farb of the Chemistry De-
partment and Dr. Robert
Weinberg of the Physics
Department.

Preparations are under-
way for publication of a
faculty journal of opinion
on a trail basis during the
spring semester. A three-
man Editorial Board re-
sponsible to the Executive
Committee will retain an
editor. The first issue is
tentatively planned for
March 1.-

WASHINGTON (CPS)
Unless changes are made
in the present draft regula-
tions as they affect gradu-
ate students, the nation's
supply of trained Ph.D.s in
the sciences will be `'seri-
ously curtailed"' in the
1970's.

According to data fur-
nished by 1,237 Ph.D.-
granting science depart-
ments in institutions
throughout the U.S., as
many as 46 percent of first
and second-year male
graduate students are po-
tentially liable to induction
in the next few months.
lbhat's 50 percent of all
graduate students who are
also employed by universi-
ties to teach undergraduate
classes, and 47 percent of
those who are employed to
do research in the sciences.

Shortage of Teachers?
Many universities told

the Commission they will
not be able to find enough

students to teach courses
during the next year, and
that research projects may
have to be curtailed, reduc-
ed or delayed if no changes
in graduate deferment are
made this year.

The present policy of
drafting oldest eligible men
first means that first- and
second-year graduate stu-
dents, most recently re-
classified since last
spring's policy change, are
first Priority to fill draft
calls, which are expected
to stay at the 30,000-plus
level through the coming
summer. "But inductions
are likely to be highest
among this group, since
current regulations require
that a draft board fill its
quota from the oldest avail-
able men. Few non-college
men are available in the
age group 22-25, where
most of these students
fall."

May Not Finish...
"Although many may be

allowed to complete this
school year if an induction
notice is not issued before
they are in the final term,
this does not change the
fact that most of these
draft-eligible men may be
unable to complete their
graduate training prior to
entry into the service. A
substantial loss of first-
and second-year graduate
students -inevitably will re-
duce the size of advanced
Ph.D. classes in following
years.

The survey was limited
to science departments be-
cause the organizations
which sponsor the Commis-
sion are scientific academ-
ic groups. It believes, how-
ever, that results of this
first survey are roughly ap-
plicable- to general gradu-
ate school enrollment.

II

588-0200

Survey Shows Ph.D. Shortage Notices
Le Cinema Atelier Film-

making Society is now holding
open call casting for its first
motion picture, The Deatb of
Tamerlane. Parts are open
for two leads, several sup-
porting actors and actresses,
and many extras. Le Cinema
Atelier is looking for "attrac-
tice and/or interesting-look-
ing" people of both sexes, any
race, and every nationality.
All. casting will be done by
personal interview later this
week. To secure an interview,
you must attend either of
two general casting calls, to
be held Wednesday, Febru-
ary 5, 19N9, at 7:00 and 9:00
p.m. The casting will be in
ENG 143. For further in-
formation call Jan Gershkoff,
4483 or Rob't. Schnitzer, 4231.

* *

Le Cinema Atelier Film-
Making Society is also seek-
ing a rock and roll band that
does original material to play
and appear in its first film.
Contact Robert Schnitzer, di-
rector, at 4231.

LE CINEMA ATELIER FILM-MAKING SOCIETY announces:

Open Call Casting
F itste fe,

"The Death of Tamerlane"

call is for attractive, interesting-looking, freaky, straight, ethnic,
bearded, short, tall, fat, thin, blhnd, brunette, or red-headed
people of either sex, all races, and every nationality.

NO FILMl EXPERtIENCE NECESSARYf!

Generaf Casting Cafs:

WED., FEBRUARY 5, 1969 at

7:00 and 9:00 pm
In ENG143

* Attendance at either cal is necessary to secure an interview!
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Polity
Statement

Seek More Police
In a statement issued by

the Student Council on Jan-
uary 22, it was recom-
mended that, in view of the
recent robberies and mug-
gings which have taken
place on campus, the Suf-
folk County police be used
to supplement the school's
present security force.

The statement stressed
the fact that the State Uni-
versity at Stony Brook is
a growing community in
the heart of Suffolk County
and as such, it should be
entitled to the same pro-
tection which is offered to
other residents of the coun-
ty.

The Student Council
hopes that the proper au-
thorities will take this mat-
ter to task and initiate the
necessary procedures to in-
sure the security of our
community as it felt that
"the present security force
is not capable of adequate-
ly protecting the campus
- a difficult function that
requires highly profession-
al techniques of police sci-
ence.

The statement further
said that with the help of
the Suffolk County police,
we can strive toward
"making SUNY at Stony
Brook a community where
no one need fear for his
person and property."

Rtead Between The Lines

if you can write, want to write,

or want to learn how to write . . .

if you know what's going on,

or want to find out ...

if you want to learn how to take

pictures and do darkroom work ...

if you can draw, enjoy doing graphics,

or wonder what layout means . . .

if you don't know what you like

but are willing to find out ..

then - Come Join Us

statesmea
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WASHINGTON (CPS) -
New legislation which
makes it possible for a stu-.
dent to borrow money for
educational expenses from
his school - regardless of
his state of residence -
has gone into operation un-
der- the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program. The
new type of loan is author-
ized by recent amendments
to Congress" Higher Ed-
ucation Act of 1965.

In most states, before the
amendments were enacted,
loans to non-resident stu-
dents could not be insured.
The amendments permit
the Federal government to
insure loans made by a

Calendar
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
4:30 p.m. Cardozo & Irving Col-

leges Lecture, Speaker: Rhody
McCoy, Roth cafe. lounge

7: 00 p.m. Sociology Forum &
Panel with Rhody McCoy,
Cardozo lounge

7:30 p.m. Whitman College
Career Series, Mr. James
Keene & Mrs. Margaret Dela-
field of the University Place-
ment Office, "Services Offered
by the Placement Office"
Career Opportunities "After
Stony Brook What?" Whitman
lounge

8:00 p.m. Douglass College Lec-
ture Miss Thomasine Hill,
Miss Indian America XV, "The
Forgotten Children - Our
American Indian Youth" Doug-
lass lounge

8:00 p.m. Gray College Lecture,
Dr. Charles Levine of Political
Science, "Mr. Nixon and His
Cabinet," Gray college lounge

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5
8: 00 p.m. Slides & Talk, Dr.

Charles Wurster, SUSB, "'A
Trip Around the World in 200
Slides," Mount college lounge

ITHURSDAY, FEBRUARY €

8: 00 p.m. Film, Tom Jones, with
Albert Finney & Susannah
York, Physics lecture hall

s: 00p.m.Dreiser College Lecture,
Dr. Max Dresden, SUSB,
"What Happens When the
Bomb Goes Off?" Dresier col-
lege lounge

3: 30 p.m. New Cinema Program
1, Short films from interna-
tional festivals, Physics lecture
hall

3:30 p.m. Cardozo College Lec-
ture, William Leonard, Prof.
of Economics, Hofstra U.,
"The Auto Repairs Racket,"
Cardozo lounge

college to a stuaen,& who,
by reason of his residence,
does not have access to a
state or private loan in-
surance program.

The amendments also
open the way for such or-
ganizations as commercial
lending companies, in-
surance companies and
pension funds to make
federally insured loans to
students.

Students may borrow up
to $1,500 a year to a max-
lmum of $7,500, including

loans made for graduate
study. Repayment begins
after the student has left
school, and may be extend-
ed over a period of from

five to ten years, with
deferment while serving in
the military, Peace Corps
or VISTA, or during peri-
ods of return to full-time
study

On the other hand, recent
legislation enables Federal
scholarships and loans to
be cut off from anybody
caught in "disruptive"
campus demonstra-
tions. This law, if enforced,
could put a purse-string
around the necks of the 3
million students now get-
ting aid.

By- NED STEELE
Ass't News Editor

Polity President Tom
Drysdale, in a press re-
lease issued last Friday,
has called for police discre-
tion in the event of future
drug arrests.

D ry s d a I e ' s state-
ment, while criticizing the
tactics used by police in
last January's bust, claim-
ed that students here do

not want "special treat-
ment" from law officers.

Drysdale called the bust
"a day of havoc - with
two hundred policemen
and a full complement of
newspaper reporters.":

"This double assault had
a traumatic effect on the
entire population of the
school. The fact that it
occurred during finals and
,the scandalous publicity
that followed the arrests of
some twenty students
caused the several thou-
sand innocent members of
the institution to suffer for
the illegal activities of a
few. In ligt of this we urge
that the police make their
arrests with less dramatic
flair, so that the University
Community that ' is not in-
volved with drugs can con-
tinue their good work
without having their in-
tegrity compromised by
publicity conscious peace
officers.""

Drysdale stated that a
moral code on a college
campus differing from that
of the American society
would create a conflict
between school and com-
munity, but that conflict
could result in understand-
ing on both sides with "a
rational evaluation."

The Polity President con-
cluded the press release
by saying' "The only
special treatment that we
want is already extended
to us in the form of basic
civil rights and liberdes
guaranteed us in the Con-
-stitution of the United
States of America."

Il Polity To Su
By ALAN J. WAX

Statesman Staff Writer
The Student Council, on

January 12, authorized Pol-
ity President Tom Drys-
dale to direct Polity: attor-
ney Richard Lippe to initi-
ate a lawsuit testing the
validity and legality of
parking regulations on
campus. The -Council also
authorized Drysdale to hire
a physician to consider,
consult and recommend
waivers for students desir-
ing to be excused from the

food plan. Drysdale and
Lippe met on Jan. 15 and
conferred about the nature
of the suit.

Section 207 of the Vehicle
and Traffic Law authorized
the Commissioner of Motor
Vehicles to prescribe the
form of summons and com-
plaint to be used in all traf-
fic violation cases (except
parking) and to establish
administrative control over
the disposition thereof.

The State Traffic Com-
mission has established
speed regulations at some
colleges of the State Uni-

A quarterly report deal-
ing with the issuance of
these Uniform Traffic Tick-
ets is required by the Com-
missioner of Motor Vehi-
cles.

The decision to hire a
physician is the result of
the Student Council's de-
sire to expedite the wishes
of those who want to get
off the food plan.

Presently, to get off the
food plan a, student must
submit a written excuse
from his personal physi-
cian or clergyman explain-
ing the medical or religious
reasons for the student's
removal from the plan.
This excuse must be ap-
proved by the Director of
University Health Services,
Dr. John Dawson. Previ-
ously only a note was re-
quired. University policies
requires students reskding
in dormitories to partid-
pate in the food plan.
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New Student Loans Legislated Drysdale Issues Statement
On Police Arrest Tactics

e University
versity. The Uniform Trat-
fic Ticket must be used for
violations of these speed
regulations.

Your roommate
cant sleep
in the dark?

ing it aver aver coffee.
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The~hin Drnk.
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Faculty Comnmaent

Eco Prof Speaks Out
(Editor's note: Since DA. ulties as public officials, it

Robert Lekachman has is quite possible that re-
said it so well, we offer fusal to testify before a
this excerpt from his re- Grand Jury now sitting will
view of The Committee id result in the offenders' re-
Commentary, July, 19€8). moval from the public pay-

If it is difficult to recall roll. Happily, 1968 is not
how one felt during the Mc- yet the 1950's all over
Carthy period, recent again; the N.Y. Legisla-
events on my own campus ture's Hughes Committee is
have jogged memory quite not HUAC; and the climate
suddenly. Here are col- of general and academic
leagues in 1968 testifying opinion is such that if jobs
before a legislative corm- are actually lost on
mittee and responding by grounds like these, sympa-
invoking their constitution- thy will generally be with
al rights. Once more local the faculty members and
patriots are demanding better jobs may well come
their summary discharge. their way. All this is true
Owing to the vagaries of yet the faculty members in
New York State law and question have already been
the apparent definition of put to some legal expense,
members of university fac- (Continued on Page.6)
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more in the Communist-con-
trolled countries of Eastern
Europe who can't even
aspire to the human and po-
litical rights held by the
poor farm workers in Cali-
fornia. If you disagree, imag-
ine the response to the ques-
tion of who has more rights:
a Hungarian peasant crushed
by a Russian tank in 1956,
Alexander Dubcek, Jon
Palach, etc. Yet, we don't
hear from the SDS or any
other pseudo-democratic so-
ciety of the leftist fringe
about these oppressed peo-
ples.

In response to a query in
the article, "Since when have
you been so concerned with
the individual human being?"
let me make clear a few
salient points. First, concern
for the individual human be-
ing is not restricted to mem-
bers of radical leftist organi-
zations. Seeond, my personal
concern does not have to be
consistent with the Port
Huron Statement, Mitchel
Cohen's fanaticism, or the con-
cern of the editor of Ram-
parts to qualify as concern
for the individual human be-
ing. Third, if disagreement
with the writers of the article
automatically qualifies one
as insensitive to the poor
and their problems, then
these writers have a lot to
learn about the meaning of
democracy.

In conclusion, I would like
to respond to the attack
made on the United States and
its economic system. I sub-
mit that this is an imperfect
nation, as all things artificial
must be imperfect, but never-
theless, a country dedicated
to striving for freedom-
personal, economic and po-
litical.

In the January 10 issue of
The Statesman, there ap-
peared an article by much of
Stony Brook's radical left in
response to a column I wrote
in a previous issue. In my
column, I had essentially
questioned the motivation and
ultimate goals of those in-
volved in the grape boycott
here and across the country.
The writers of the article
seemed to be incensed at
my attitude toward the poor
and disadvantaged, especial-
ly the grape pickers in Cali-
fornia. These people assert
thut I "refuse to see" the
fact that these people are
poor. An examination of my
original article (in column
four) shows that I refer to
"programs" for the poor.

A basic attitude of those
who wrote the article and
people like them is that they
see an obligation for all to
join with them: "Put your
money where your mouth is
and put your body in with
ours." I feel that every man
has the freedom, the right,
and the ability to evaluate
a situation and make judg-
ments concerning what ac-
tions, if any, should be taken
to rectify it. In the specific
case in question, I have read
the statements of Cesar
Chavez and Jose Mendoza
and I happen to disagree
with the contentions of the
boycotters and therefore, feel
no obligation whatsoever to
"put (my) body in with
(theirs)."

These people speak of "'50
million people (who) live in
poverty in the U.S.,) I
think of the 250 million people
in the Soviet Union, the 1
billion people in Communist
China and the 80 million

Spring Semester, 69
Amidst rumors of impending raids,

investigations, law suits, major academic
reforms, abridgments of academic freedom
and general unrest, the Spring Semester
has begun. We are not being melodramatic
when we say that the next few months
will determine the fate of this University
for at least the next ten years.

What Stony Brook needs now is a vast
restructuring of the existing system that
will simultaneously create more options
for the students while clarifying the respon-
sibilities of all members of this community
to the University.

The student body must try to act as
responsibly as possible. If and when a
major event involving this campus thrusts
us into the public eye, we have to show the
outside world that we are reasonable people
who are asking for reforms, not revolution.
We must continue to try to improve the
University. We must make the system work
for us, for if we are forced into a physical
confrontation, the Administration will be
able to employ physical means of repress-
ing dissent. We still need what former
Polity Moderator Pete Nack called "the
intellectual confrontation."

The Administration must act as fairly and
as reasonably as possible. We hope the
President and those around him realize
that the issue of academic reform was not
created by a handful of malcontents, but
rather evolved from the dissatisfaction of
many students and faculty members. These
are times of rapid change in higher educa-
tion. This University must be flexible
enough to accept alterations in the present
system. Stony Brook students do not want
to take over buildings in order to dramatize
their desire for change, but if this Admin-
istration fails to respond to responsible
voices, then they must expect the hard
core of student activists to employ physical,
rather than intellectual, confrontation.
Squashing physical demonstrations are ulti-
mately Pyhrric victories for universities.

The faculty cannot be content to sit
back as arbitrators in the disputes be-
tween the students and the Administration.
The faculty must begin to take an active,
creative role in making Stony Brook some-
thing more than a glorified teachers' col-
lege. This University belongs to all mem-
bers of this community. Each group and
every individual must begin to make
positive contributions towards the better-
ment of Stony Brook.

We must begin this semester to force
this institution to live up to its own preten-
sions. Stony Brook can be a great university
if and -only if everyone works together in
creating the structures that reflect a
progressive view in higher education. We
have all paid lip service to change. We
now must synthesize thought with action.

The Letter
President Toll's recent letter to Chan-

cellor Gould raises serious questions as to
the true priorities of this University. In
terms of sheer volume, only one-fifth of
the report addresses itself to the most
important part of the University - campus
life.

The rest of the letter consists of listing
various honors that have come to Stony
Brook and naming the new faculty mem-
bers. We wonder how important names
and honors are when compared to the
atmosphere that pervades on this campus.
We ask the President what makes each
university a distinct entity - is it merely
names and numbers, or is it the academic
environment that is created by the members
of the community? We ask the Chancellor
how he views Stony Brook - is this a
research center or a University where
undergraduates are given an education?

We have to wonder whether Dr. Toll is
talking about this campus when he says
"The Residential College Program was
operating in most student residences and
assisted greatly to relieve tension through
providing for extensive student-faculty inter-
action meaningful for both."

The Residential College Program on this
campus is at present a sham. It has the
potential to be the finest part of the Stony
Brook experience, but the apathetic attitude
of all sectors of the University Community
has inhibited the program's growth.

A lack of funds and facilities, and most
importantly, the absence of a firm commit-
ment from the Administration and faculty to
view the -RCP as a major aspect of the
student's academic career, have prevented
the RCP from becoming more than a
token social gift to the students.

Above all, the President does not have
the right to misrepresent what happens on
this -campus.

We hope the Chancellor will make his
own investigation into what campus life at
Stony Brook really means to this commu-
nity. The President may be a legitimate
spokesman for this Administration, but he
certainly did not represent the views of the
students. The Chancellor, and the people
of this state, have the right to know what
goes on here.

Don't Raid, Aid
It's about time that the Suffolk police

started to get down to business and begin
an adequate surveillance of the Stony Brook
campus. Don't we also deserve equal
protection along with the rest of the
county? The time has stopped when all the
police had to do was to bust some students
and get free publicity. Recent muggings
and thefts, not as publicity-spectacular as
narcotics arrests, deserve their equal atten-
tion. We of the University do not want to
be looked upon as drug fiends to be dragged
down to Commack jail every 12 months,
but rather as responsible citizens with
equal protection under the law.

In addition to external protection, this
campus needs internal surveillance under
the form of ombudsmen. Bureaucratic
idiocies, needless and immoral firings,
and a host of other outrageous conditions
demand an impartial juigment. Robert
Weinberg and Theodore Goldfarb did a
damn good job last year as ombudsmen,
and Stony Brook needs them back, in spite
of administrative ephemerons to the con-
trary.

I
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, travel, meet people,
SUMMER and YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying job cate-
gories offered. For FREE cultural Program literature including
details and applications, write: "I TC admissions, 866 United
Nations Plazat New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Mem-
bership OrgamIzation.

I On The Right
A Conservative Column by PATRICK GARAHAN

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE



that it's only your room-
mate who keeps track of
you.

Things are different in
the outside world. Your
grandmother announces,
"these are bad times we
are living in." You con-
tradict her automatically,
then realize that maybe
they're all just struggling
with fear in the face of
things they can't under-
stand. You go to sleep
hearing Dylan's voice sing-
Llg, 'Something's happen-
ing, but you don't know
what it is, do you Mr.
Jones." So the next day,
you leave Mr. Jones to his
limited world, and you go
back to Stony Brook to
your own limited one,
where at least reality is
only what you believe.

Washington Protest

Protestors Knock Nixon
At Counter-Inauguration

-

-
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could happen here, you
know."

You sit down on ' a
couch in the lobby of the
museum and an old lady,
deciding you are "safe"
(funny, you never realized
you looked respectable),
ventures to seat herself
beside you. The inactivity
of her feet is made up for
by the wagging of her
tongue, and you soon gain
insights into "truth." She
tells you that she sees no
excuse for an art show
about Harlem, since "it's

,an ugly neighborhood
I never go there, except
on my way to West-
chester." She pauses for a
moment to view the multi-
ethnic array of people in
the room, and comments
that "they never should
have put the U.N. in New
York - it brought in too
many 'foreigners'." She
turns up her nose at the
various "bearded freaks,"
and repeats that things
were better in the good old
days. Enlightened with
more "wisdom" than you
can take, you move on.

A few days later, over
dinner in the Chinese
restaurant, your parents
decry the lack of super-
vision at Stony Brook
(Law'n'okder! Law'n'or-
der!). "But s o m e o n e
should know where you are
at all times." You mentally
conjure up a picture of
where you are at all times,
and thank the heavens

(. So you get home from
- the paradise- that Stony

Brook could be (any time
but finals week), and the
first question your parents
ask is," Did you go to that
tea thing last week that we
ready about on the front
page of the paper?" Whaa-
you plow through your
mind and then deduce that
she must be talking about
the Lemar tea-in, which
evidently received full
treatment in the Long Is-
land Press, complete with'
colorful description of the
"hippie guitar - carrying
types in beads and bells."
You reassure your- parents
that no one you know
would ever do such an evil
thing as smoke marijuana
(drop a little mesc, may-
be? ?), but you're glad to
know that the media is

} keeping the public inform-
ed as to vital pursuits at
the University.

Nixon has just been in-
augurated, and you hear

that we should all "give
him a chance," since he
hasn't actually made any
errors as president yet.
Besides, those radicals
who went down to Washing-
ton to protest his inaugura-
tion weren't being polite
and considerate.

Meanwhile, as you listen
to people talk about decen-
tralization, racists and
anti-Semites pop out from
behind every door. You
learn that free speech,
over your favorite radio
station doesn't apply when
the topic is Albert Shanker
and Jew-boys. You hear
murmers that they are
getting arrogant this year.
In hushed tones, people
whisper to each other, "It

By MATI ROSENSTEIN
The events of the follow-

ing narrative began at
12: 00 Sunday, Jan. 19,
when we landed at the Na-
tional -Phallic (Washing-
ton) Monument. A tent
was set up to be a head-
quarters for the demon-
strators and inside, some
virulent feminist was rank-
ing out the conception of
a "real man." A soldier
from the Bethesda Army
Hospital, who had lost an
arm in Nam, spoke mov-
ingly but briefly about the
war. The area around the
tent was very muddy.
There were people passing
out pamphlets, selling
buttons and calling for the
formation of their various
groups as the parade was
being organized. The usual
types were present, around
ten thousand demonstra-
tors, some earring NLF
and DRV flags or signs
with the Liberty Tree that
read "Liberty or Death."

The parade slowly moved
out, down Pennsylvania,
traveling the route that
Nixon would follow on
Monday, but in the opposite
direction. Fifty GI's led
the march; there were
quite a few observers and
a noticeable absence of
police. The weather was

overcast, but the march-
ers, mostly college stu-
dents from all over the
country, were in good
spirits. They were just
ambling down Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, looking at
the flag-bedecked build-
ings, the silent observers,
and the police helicopters
overhead. It was a very
peaceful, almost prosaic,
march. There was no
spirit, just this unconnect-
ed bunch of people walking
in the same direction.

Near the White House,
we turned and ended up
in the plaza of the NASA
building. There was a
large U.S. flag flying in the
center and a struggle
erupted between those who
wanted it to stay up and
those who wanted to pull
this hated symbol down.
After a brief, half-fought
struggle the flag remain-
ed. The group was then
told to break up and re-
assemble at the tent at
7:00 p.m.

That night at the tent
was the most beautiful
scene I have ever had the
pleasure to participate in.
There were all these
"freaks" of every con-
ceiveable kind, from every-

(Continued-on Page Rig

Senior or Junior girt with car wanted
to move into house in St. James with
three other girb. Call 84-U218 after S.

^y?^~~~~~~1

It started in 1957 at a small teacn-
erst college at Oyster Bay, L. I.
Students began a newsletter and
called it the Sucolian. Twelve years
later, the small teachers" college
was well on its way toward being
.a multiversity, and the Sucolian
had become the Statesman.

During this time, the newspaper
has seen as many changes as the
community it serves. Yet through
it all, the interest and dedication
of students have made its continued
existence possible. And though the
size and tone of the paper have
changed, its ultimate goal hasn't-
to serve the information and com-
munication needs of the community.

f

t

rs

Hopefully, the evolution hasn't
come to an end. If you'd like to
contribute your ability or energy
toward making this a better news-
paper, come join us.

Haven From Reality?

CASSIFIED

Olivetti Lettera 22 portable typewriter.
$25. Contact Jay at 5M8.

19W Dodge station wagon, $100 or best
offer. Two new tires. 731SMT.

WANTED: medium-size reflrerator in
good working condition. Will pay up to
$20. Kedar Tandon - 72*1 or 4SO.

PERSNAL:

ROBERT ALIEN SCHNIT2ER, former-
ly of Toscanini College 320B, is now
living in Tabler I Room 12B. His
phone number is 4231.

rss

Europe
'69

Summer
Programs

Available to Faculty, Stu-
dents, Staff and EmpyI
of the State Univerity
of Now York.

Total Cost: (219."
Round-tip
Amsterdam

X jet
The Fights:
A. June , - Sept. C
B. Jae 13 -Sept. 13
C. Jose 29 -Ang. 23
D. Jue 2» -Aug. 3
E. June. 27 - Aug. 23
F. June 27 - Aug. 39
G. July 18 - Aug. 9
H. July 25 -Sept. C

For Innoutkon wile:

FACULTY-STUDENT
FLIGHTS

c/o Faculty Stdo Asn.
&U.N.Y. At Brook
Sto/n M, e. Y., 11790

^tfh

KH
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demonstration was of-
ficially over.
The police were very in-
tent on dispersing us, and
thus were chasing our col-
lective asses all over north-
west DC. They would spot
a large mass of demon-
strators by helicopter,
and police cars would
pull up, disgorge a few
pigs, chase us a few blocks,
and then leave. It was
very similar to a circus -
there were these four thou-
sand people wandering all
over NW. .

Total impression - there
were three events: the
parade and ball on Sunday,
and the demonstration on
Monday. They were not
effective means of chang-
ing political decisions,
but a collective experience
in struggle with my fellow
fighters.

Prof. Speaks Out
(Continued from Page4)
further expenditure is en-
tirely possible, and their
personal lives and those of
their friends have been
dominated by an accidental
circumstance: they were
called to testify largely be-
cause they were young,
popular teachers suspected
of knowing what their still
younger students were up
to. In short, the present sit-
uation is no fun at all for
the young professors in-
volved and no joking mat-
ter for their university eith-
er. Few academics will
care to join a faculty whose
members are defined as'
synonymous with the r&g
mainder of the state bur-
eaucracy.

and march to the parade
route. Both ended up doing
the same thing - we all
met at Pennsylvania Ave.
There were guys with hel-
mets of every kind, a large
American flag with a peace
symbol in the upper corner
instead of the stars, a
couple with toy machine
guns, and people buring
guns, and people burning
small American flags.

As the various digni-
taries passed by, we would
scream curses at them. I
had the tremendous satis-
faction of yelling "F--k
you!" at General Earl
Wheeler, Army Chief of
Staff. After watching the
inaugural parade, our

Protest
(Continued from Page 5)

where . in this country.
The big flood lights were
turned off and the familiar,
pulsating shapes of a light
snow was played on the
blue and white stripes of
the tent. Phil Ochs started
singing; he played his
standard repertoire, but
with a lot of feeling. Then
he began "The War Is
Over."

In the morning, the peo-
ple there discussed vari-
ous courses of action
whether to assemble at the
parade route (at 14 St.
& Pennsylvania) or to
gather at a park nearby

By GEORGE LOCKER
Reduced rate trips to the

Concord, the Bahamas or
Europe are commonplace
offerings to students here
at Stony Brook. While or-
ganizations such as the
FSA have made some ef-
forts to present a varied
and interesting assortment
of travel possibilities, until
now nothing has been done
to alleviate the extraor-
dinarily high cost of travel
into New York City. If
you are in a group of
thirty or more students,
you can make the journey
for $1.65 round trip. A
round trip excursion ticket
can be bought for $3.00,
but it's only good for the
same day, and strictly
limited to weekends. ITus,
if you want to go to a
museum during the week.
if you must do library
research (faculty, are you
listening?) or if you must
stay overnight you must
pay almost $6.00. We are
therefore forced to limit
travel to Saturday or Sun-
day, when rates are lowest
and New York's facilities
are most crowded.

Can anything be done?
Hopefldly, yes, if Dr. Ton
has any say in the matter.
In an effort to establish a
far more flexible discount
system for the Stony Brook
community, Dr. Toll has
written a letter to the Pres-
ident of the LIRR in the
hope that a top level meet-
ing can be arranged to
develop such a vital and
long-needed program.

In his letter, Dr. Toll
cites existing student eco-
nomic burdens, New York
Cityss great educational
offerings, and our growing
community of nearly 7,000
people as the basis for his
request. He has suggested
that the LIRR sell to the
University blocks of un-
dated, reduced rate round-
trip tickets to New York
City usable by individuals
on designated weekday
and weekend trips. This
procedure, already approv-
ed in substance by the
FSA, would enable any
member of the academic
community to purchase a
ticket on campus for a
substantially reduced rate.
Cumbersome group ar-
rangements would be elim-
inated, greatly facilitating
travel into the city.

With this program's ap-
peal to both faculty and
students, Dr. Toll can
finally count on unanimous
support from the Univer-
sity Community as the
talks commence. Hopeful
students are awaiting the
LlRR's reply to this un-
usual request.
Editors Note: TIe pre-
ceding article Is not a
hoax! Student George
locker submitted the let-
ter to President ToUll and
after a considerable
about of coaxing (or
pestering) he obtained the
president's s i gn a te re.
Statesman supports his
endeavor to lighten the
finaDial burden of the
students.

Flatt & Scruggs at Carnegie Hall

By ROBERT WOLFF

Lazy, confused, and ignorant,
the mind draws caricatures
of all but the closest people to it.

And even then it lightly sketches
pictures of distortion.

The cartoonist in everyone
limns lines of personage and types
to his liking.

These designs have constant shades of color.
They swirl around on the head's carbon paper,
scratch with a subtle and dominating power
on feelings.

So one flourishes in a mirage of openness,
deceiving self in critical tones,
emotions forever pounding.

And affirming this
there is the knowing smile on the face,
congratulating itself for its shrewd perceptions.

lb &SAB Presents

F latt

Seruggfs

Ardo
Guthrie

Saturday, February 8
7:00 & 10:00 P.M.

Students Free

University Community - $2

All Others - S3
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C.O.C.A. PRESENTS

THE

SUNDAY FILM

FESTIVAL

FEBRUARY 9

Felhlnirs

V Ittel lonI

Statesmen Arts Editor

;- the campus, neither will
v suffer from lack of support.
a The University Theater
s will be doing Tom Thumb
i or a Tragedy of Tragedies,
D a comedy by Henry Field-
a ing that parodies Shake-
s speare, and a Polish play,
B Ivona, which, as of now,
s only Dr. Newfield knows
» about. The Music Box has
t not yet decided; it's young,
B new, following still slightly
f confused and dazed from

last season. Everything
from Under Milkwood, to
The Importance of Being

; Earnest to The Fantasticks
t has been mentioned but

nothing has been finalized.
i But what is significant is
! that both groups are mov-
t ing, and working to provide
I vitfl and fresh theater on
I campus. Neither facility is

a club. Auditions are open
to all who want to come.
The more who come the
more chance there will be
for the newness and the ex-
citement of last semester's
theater to continue. The
hall of concrete and glass
which will house "culture"
on the campus is still a
dream, but theater at
Stony Brook is no longer
a desire, it exists now and
will thrive as long as stu-
dents want to project and
watch the experience of
creating new realities and
fantasies for the mind and
senses.

ly HAROLD RUBENSTEIN

stage rather than hopeless
ly trying to fight the lov
ceiling. Most effective were
his use of films. The film:
themselves were not usec
to further the story, but to
supplement, enter the
memories of the victim,
and probe what couldn't be
reenacted. The acting war
uniformly good and the
rough speeches were not
muddled and lost because
of the strange acoustics or
the room. But most impor
tant was that the audience
was kept in mind. Horatius
was not a play for the sole
practice and experience ol
the actors. If it had been,
the films would have been
superfluous. The audience
left without the feeling that
they had been mocked and
insulted for their supposed
prudery and stupidity.
They had been instructed,
though too heavily, and
asked to experience a re-
evaluation of what is
"right". The little office in
the gym had become aware
of the campus.

Word of mouth is as pow-
erful as "Dragon mouth".
How to Succeed, before it
earned its own reputation,
sold tickets on the strength
of the previous production.
Hopefully, now that both
the Music Box and Univer-
sity Theater have enriched

heard or seen on this cam-
pus last semester. Students
walked out excited, exhila-
rated and ultimately
spreading the word about
the theater. With Star-
Spangled Girl and How to
Succeed, the Music Box
proved that theater here
was not solely oriented to
a small clique who did
plays for their own feeble
attempts at soul-searching.
Not only was theater open-
ed up to more people but
exposed and presented a
host of new talent, in the
way of actors, set design-
ers, singers, directors, etc.,
and raised the potential of
what can be done. All the
Gershwin Theater needs
now is more money.

The University Theater
does not suffer from money
problems as much as it suf-
fers from its stage. It is
not really a stage, but a
converted section of the
gym with a low ceiling, a
very restricted playing
area and a dearth of tech-
nical equipment. Rarely
was the stage used effec-
tively, until this semester.
Room 166 has not been
overshadowed by the Music
Box. The Theater only pro-
duced one play last semes-
ter, but it accomplished
more than all three did last
year.

The production of Hora-
tius, unfortunately never
reviewed in Statesman be-
cause of the time of its pro-
duction, was fresh, differ-
ent, and stimulating with-
out being morbid. It was
not the wisest selection:
Corneille's tragedy of alle-
giance and values rambles,
has too many monologues
and is excruciatingly pe-
dantic. Mr. Bell's adapta-
tion superseded this. In a
stylized production in black
and white, Mr. Bell took
the stage and brought it
forward, even into the au-
dience, and used the ad-
vantage of the length of the

By
HAROLD RUBENSTEIN

Statesman Arts Editor

It's heartening to' know
that the masterminds of
Stony Brook are so far-
reaching in their thinking.
Just think of the way they
play for the future! Why,
do you realize they go so
far that not one member
of the present student body
will be around when they
complete the Fine Arts
Center? Sort of takes your
breath away - and your
hope for a cultural center
on this campus.

But not everyone has for-
gotten his aspirations until
his grandchildren can reap
the benefits. Last semester
sparked a new life in Stony
Brook. Somehow, from
somewhere, as evidenced
by three productions, thea-
ter appeared. Not only did
it appear, but it was ac-
cepted, appreciated, and
most surprisingly and hap-
pily, was discussed.

Last year had been a
near disaster. The New
Campus Theater Group did
a revival of Dylan Thomas'
A Childss Christmas in
Wales. IQET died, slowly
and without dignity with a
fizzling attempt at Man of
La Mancha. The foundation
of the Theater Department,
the University Theater,
produced three lackluster
productions culminating
with the unmitigated bore-
dom of Fuente OveJuna.
Amidst the rubble of these
stood some good perfor-
mances, some interesting
effects, and lots of good in-
tentions. There was only
one glimmer of interest.
The last production for the
year was a trio of student
plays. The selection of
plays were questionable for
they suffered from the
same mistake that the Uni-
versity Theater had. They
were aimed too much at
intellectualism, d i d a c t i-
cism, shock and "the real-
ity of existence". However,
the student productions
boasted a number of im-
pressive performanc-
es, good direction and tech-
nical skill. It stood as proof
that underneath the musti-
ness of the plays there
lurked talent.

This year the cobwebs
have been destroyed. The
New Campus Theater
Group has yet to do any-
thing, but a new student
facility has emerged. The
Gershwin Music Box was
not, and hopefully will not
be, designed as a club, but
as a theater where students
can take part in full-scale
productions on a small-
scale stage. The most im-
portant word behind the
Music Box was entertain-
ment. Nothing probing or
browbeating, but a haven
for commercialism and a
chance for students to have
fun being in and watching
theater.

The Music Box has suc-
ceeded beyond its expecta-
tions. From inside a con-
verted lounge burst forth
some of the loudest laugh-
ter and happiest moments

FENRUARYt I

Endless Summer
(RO.Sch*uted from Fri. - at. Sert

FEBRUARY 23

Edward G. Robinson in

Little Caesar

AND

James Cagney in

J

The Public Enemy
3-hour program

MARCH 2

Orson Welles'

Touch Of Evil

MARCH 9

Michel Simon in
Marcel Carne's

Bizarre Bizarre

MARCH 16

Louis Bunuel's

Un Chien Andalou
AND

Jean Cbteau's

B lood of a Poet
Mmin. program

MARCH 23

John Wayne in
Howard Hawks'

Red River

APRIL 13

Carl Dreyer's

0 rdet

APRIL. 20

the original

King Kong

APRIL 27

Cary Grant and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

G u n ga Din

MAY 4

in

W. C. Fields and
Mae West in

Little ChickadeeMy

AND

The Marx Bros. in

Monkey Business
3-hour 15-min. program

MAY 11

D. W. Griffith's

Birth of a Nation
3-hour program

MAY It

Italy's famed

The Bicycle Thief

MAY 25

Rudolph Valentino in

Son of the Shei k
C6-minut program

Each program begins at I p.m.
in the Physics Lecture Hall.
Tickets will be necessary as
of the February 23 showing.

-w belgn promptly-

While Waiting For The New Footlights
An Appnrsal Of Theater Last Semester

'I or aUSwi awMuwon:

(OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS/AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE HEBREW UNV950
11 EAST 69 STREET. NEW YORK. M1X1/ 212-984

SAB Presents

Dr. Spook

Monday, Feb. 10, 9:00 P.M.

Tickets A vailable

Monday, Fey* 3

Gymnasium

Students Free,

Univ. Comm. - $1.00

All Others - $2.00
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Pats
By JERRY REITMAN
Statesman Sports Staff
The Stony Brook basket-

ball team has played three
games since the last edi-
tion of Statesman, winning
all three! Playing at home
the weekend before finals,
the Patriots notched vic-
tories over Plattsburg (66-
57) and New Paltz (54-53).
This past Saturday, the Pa-
triots dealt the City College
Beavers a resounding 56-
41 setback.

In the Plattsburgh game,
the Cardinals opened with
a fast breaking attack and
a tough press, but Stony
Brook fought to a 20-20 tie
with 5:26 remaining. At

this point the Pats opened
up a decisive lead. Mark
Kirschner, Mike Kerr, and
Glenn Brown each scored,
then Gerry Glassberg hit
from the outside at the buz-
zer for a 30-20 half-time
lead.

After the tap the two
teams traded points, neith-
er team being able to dom-
inate. Stony Brook held at
least a seven point lead all
the way, and went on to
win 66-57. The attack was
blanked, and four players
broke double figures for
the Patriots. Kirschner led
with 18, trailed by Kerr
with 16, Glassberg with 13,
and Brown with 10.

Home for the second
night in a row, Stony Brook
hosted the New Paltz
Hawks. Following the open-
ing jump it was all New
Paltz, and they completely
dominated the first four-
teen minutes of play with
phenomenal outside shoot-
ing. Mike Kerr scored six
points, but otherwise the
Pats found the going rough
and trailed 25-8.

Up against the wall,
Stony Brook reversed the
tide and took command
during the last six minutes
of play, exploding to out-
score the Hawks 21 to 5.

The second half was a
seesaw battle, and neither

team ever led by more
than four points. The score
was knotted at 51 when
Kirschner made his first
shot in the one-and-one sit-
uation and when his second
attempt missed, Kerr grab-
bed the rebound and scor-
ed. Kirschner and Kerr led
the home team with 17 and
14 respectively.

Facing CCNY, the Pats
were up against a team
which plays national pow-
ers (Columbia). They
would also be facing Jeff
Keizer, one of the top cag-
ers in the metropolitan
area.

Stony Brook came back
from a 21-16 deficit to lead
by a 26-21 margin at half-
time. The surge was spark-
ed by Kirschner, Lou Land-
man and Gerry Glassberg.

Stony Brook won the
game 56-41 on accurate
shooting from the floor
(46%). Much of the credit
for the win goes to Kirsch-
ner who finished with a
game high of 27 points, and
to Glassberg, who finished
with 11. In addition, Land-
man came off the bench
to ignite some spark.

The Pats put a 7-5 record
on the line tonight on the
road at Pace in a Knick
encounter.

By JEANNE BEHRMAN
Statesman Staff

The tritest of them all
floated around campus
Sunday night - "Have a
good vacation?" You either
went to Florida, slept all
morning in your dreary
house while Mother clean-
ed and yelled, or grumbled
about your non-existent
schedule. Typical students.
The swim team practiced
here all week, and it
proved fruitful as the Pats
easily beat Lehman (Hunt-
er uptown) College Satur-
day afternoon, 59-41.

Until diving, midway
through the meet, the Pats
took first in every event.
Explained Co-Captain Paul
Epstein, "It was an easy
meet; we knew we were
going to win. Since we
weren't out to kill them,
in the second half Coach
Lee gave the remainder of
the squad a chance to
swim in competition."

There were two close
racesd both involving the
Pats' Bill Linn. In the 200
free, John Sherry took
first in 2:20.4. The Lan-
cers' Bernardo placed
second in 2:25.3, with Linn
1/10 second behind. In the
500Wfree, the host's Lichter
took first in 6:48.2, as
Linn garnered second in
6:48.4, and teammate Al
Neiditch placed third.

Another semi-close race
was the 100-free. Lehman
came in first in 1:02.2 The
Pats' Gene Indenbaum
took second in 1: 05.9, and
teammate Pete Angelo
placed third in 1: 08.2. In

the 200Wbreast, R o g e r
Fluhr, swimming with an
injured knee, placed sec-
ond. He is expected to be
back in shape for Monday's
meet against St. Francis.

Among those individuals
garnering a first place at
the Lancers' pool were
Rocky Cohen in the 1000-
free, John Sherry in the
200-free, Paul Epstein in
the 50Wfree, Peter Klimley
in the I.M., and Dave
Gersh in the 200-fly. The
team also won both relays.

Patriot Picked To
All-Tourney Team
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Stony Brook's Mark
Kirschner was a unani-
mous choices to the All-
Tournament team selected
following the Sacred Heart
Holiday Classic.

Kirschner scored more
than half the Patriot total
in a game in which he
collected 33 points in a
63-61 victory over Marist
in the semi-finals and
came back with 26 markers
in a loss to Sacred Heart.

3 Plaster Plattsburgh, New Paltz, CCNY

Mermen Drown Lehma n

Informal Concert

SAB Presents

Earth Opera

Febr. 7 t h 9:00 P.M.

Tabler Cafeteria

NO TICKETS NEEDED

Come Join Us
Thursday Night 7:30
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Distribution of this supplement to 135,000 students on 60
campuses has been made possible through a grant from the
United Ministries in Higher Education (Wtherspoon
Bldg., Philadelphia 19107) and with the cooperation
ofyour campus newspaper.

Material was prepared for it as port of a
seminar on higher education heldfor stu-
dent editors at San Franciscso a year
ago. That seminar was one of a se-
ries funded with a grant from
Carnegie Corporation to the
U.S. Student Press Associa-
tion, an association of
five hundred student
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posing room of the Union, where a se- ing to the sensorium ana tme intellect at
dentary guard waits for the linotypes to the hands of a variety of avant gardes!
be taken to the junk heap. Finally, there remained the Droblem

Type at the Union is now phototype- of getting it down on paper. The center
set, by Photon machines with IBM con- section of this tabloid is based on the
trol mechanisms. And it is some conso- USSPA College Editor's Conference
lation to the romantic in one to be told "Alternative Futures and Present
that the relay that turns the whole mess Choices," and was collated by me from
on and off only works when it is tilted at material supplied by participants in the
an angle, never when it's right side up. conference. The rest of the report was

Meanwhile, back at higher educa- written by participants in the San Mateo
tion: thirty students came to San Mateo Seminar, either at the seminar or at
met each other, talked about their ex- home, and was pulled into this shape at
pectations for the seminar, and then two planning sessions at Los Angeles
scattered to the corners of California and Portland Oregon in early April. Fi-
with cameras, video-tape recorders, nal dummying was done by Frank
audio-tape and note-books. Among the Browning, Karlyn Barker of the Berke-
places they visited were the computer ley Daily Californian and myself, with
installation at University of California the help of Lester Dore, a San Francisco
at Irvine, a movie-making project for artist.
young black people in Richmond, the We cannot hope that this is a com-
secluded Centre for the Study of Demo- lete overview of the future of education
cratic Institutions at Santa Barbara, the and technology. But we hope you gain
Computer Aided Instruction installation from this taste.
of Stanford, the electronic music labs of
Mills College and the social revolution -David Lloyd-Jones
laboratory of San Francisco State Col-
_ege. A fair sample of what is happen-

vantage of to print a number of under-
lays and other effects) are the work of
the Sacramento Union, a Copley newspa-
per which is at the moment building onp
of the most modern plants in the coun-
try. As this is being written, the staff of
the Union is operating out of the old,
plant, a number of trailers and some
parts of the brand new printing plant.
We are grateful to Charles Walheim in
the publisher's office, and Bill Hofer
who heads the production staff-both for
their generosity in printing this supple-
ment and for the trouble they took to
help us at a time when extra work was
particularly inconvenient for them.

Working at the Union, by the way,
meant some interesting insights on fu-
ture newspaper technology. The bright
young consulting engineers one associ-
ates with the aerospace industry were
for once a major force in the paper:
shuffling their printouts, musing over
their flow diagrams, and working at
their buttons and switches. Having been
around hot lead and letterpress since J
was about eight, it was a little saddening
to walk through the dark and dUstv com-

other art experience, were always suc-
cessful.

We were just condemning technology,
and condemning it from the point of
view that it pre-programmed the learn-
ing experiences of kids rather than let-
ting them create for themselves their
own educational experience, taking care
of the motivational properties by be-
coming involved through their own self-
determination. I asked the question,
"How many of the kids here have
dropped out, and one girl said she had
because it was boring, and somebody
else said it was too structured, that the
teachers seemed to hold back on the
grades as a kind of reward for a good
behavior. And my criticism of technolo-
gy has been it takes this model of educa-
tion and concordizes it in the computer
program or the multi-media experience
that kids have.

HECKSCHER:
There has to be an integration of some

sort of program; a number of people are
depending on what you want to be, if you
want to be anything at all. Somewhere a
body of knowledge meets this enthusias-
tic motivation.

BUSHNELL:
How would you do it though, when you

talk about the programming? Would you
lay out a menu from which the now-mo-
tivated student could select, or would
you prescribe for him not a menu but a
series of experiences in the order in
which he might encounter them?

I would give him a great deal of free- pears as if there's random activity going
dom. For example, if a child makes up on in the classroom, in fact, there is a
his mind he wants to be a doctor, you program, it is sequenced and the child-
can't fool around. ren are required to behave in certain

But you still have to get certain things fashions .I would suggest that we have
across to him, and he has to have it in his kind of a continuum from young ages to
mind when he graduates. the higher age levels, and as the capabil-

i t y fo r self-study increases, as the stu-
HECKSCHER: dent grows older, he becomes increas-
Motivation and enthusiasm has to be- ingly able to supply his own initiative.

come a program, an acquisition of skills. By the time he reaches the higher educa-

At the USSPA seminar on New bara; Harry Silberman, a re-
Technologies and Higher Educa- searcher at System Development
tion a good deal of sitting around Corporation in Santa Monica;
t h e s w immin g po o l w a s do ne . Huntley Goodhue, Editor of the

This is an edited transcript of a Portland State Vanguard; and Phil
conversation among Don B ush n e ll, Heckscher, a young cinematogra-

Vice Presidn of t he Brooks R e -P phr rphic a rt i st a nd Princeton
search Foundation in Santa Bar- graduate student.

SILBERMAN:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ;.:::::.....:..::, ll,, ,. ;;;;;.
SILBERMAN: tion level. He is capable of what I call

Doesn't this interact with age level? library learning. That means he pursues
You wouldn't for example assume that a an attack on his own. He acquires ex-
first grade child is going to decide what periences that are broadening and he has
he ought to learn and pursue on his own. some set of objectives which are his,
This would probably result in him not where at the lower levels, necessarily
learning very much. yo u ha v e a s e t o f v a lu e s w h ic h society
BUSHNELL: deems important. They feel for example
But Montessori does ... She has the the children should be able to communi-

experiences there but the kids can cate, take turns, they should stand in
choose and select from among these line in some instances because if they
experiences, right? The materials are didn't they might get hurt. and these

ll well-planned, and they have a specif- things are taught as the common curric-
ic instructional objective; the children ulum.
are required to take the educational toys
in a specified sequence. Although it ap- (Plae' Tto Net Page)

BUSHNELL: I think you want to learn
from people the moment that you have a
need to learn and that we kind of follow
the educational experience through the
nose and you may choke on it before
you're ready for it. So somehow you
have to have the motivational aspect in
life and then let the kids go out and ask.
questions.

We only have one mode of instruction
and that is the printed word in the text-
book and we need to open it up. We did a
survey in Philadelphia to look at pro-
grams which involve kids actively, like
the football team and the choir, or any

Story Behind

An Experience
(From Page 1)

the country. This tabloid is one of the
results of one of the many projects car-
ried out by USSPA with that money.
Higher education and new technologies
are its subjects. Those involved in the
project were staff members of USSPA
and students from newspapers in the
Western states.

As you will gather from reading the
paper, we greeted the technologies we
saw with mixed admiration and susPi-
cion. The medium being the message,
though, a word is in order about the pro-
cess that got thesp words and images
onto paper and into your hands. It is a
vignette that may throw some interest-
ing light on the way young people think
and act today-perhaps as much as can
the words they write.

As administrators of the Higher
Education Project financed by Carne-
gie, Frank Browning and Robert Johns-
ton make it their business to stay in
touch with interesting developments in
education; and while this means that
they spend a lot of time reading the min-
utes of dull conferences. it also means
they run across a little of the Rube Gold-'
bergish: the computers, the electronics,
the hip psychotherapeutic approaches
and the generally adventurous. They
resolved to get as many as possible of
these into one seminar, held in San Ma-
teo, California, at the end of February,
1968.

There were some touches of futur-
ism to the seminar: it was held at the
Villa Hotel, a rather garish blaster
building resplendent. with rubberish
plants, picked out of the phone book be-
cause it had free transport from the San
Francisco airport. The theory was that
in our middle ages the world's largest
office buildings will be found at airports,
where businessmen will fly in and out
for their face to face business; we might
as well start getting used to that mode of
operation. Then again, this report is
printed in a far from usual way. The col-
or cover and double truck, the high
speed offset (which we have taken ad-

Programing SKids to Learn Change
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(In the following interview, seminar
participants Keith Justice, Philip
Heckscher, and David Lloyd-Jones talk
with Leo Keller about computer instruc-
tion at the Irvine campus of the Univer-
sity of California.)

HECKSCHER: Students are using
the machines (computers) for instruc-
tion, but we are also interested in know-
ing whether and to what extent provi-
sions are made for students using the
machines on their own initiative for
their own research work in their
courses. What kind of provisions are
made for that?

KELLER: Well, one of the systems
that runs on these kinds of terminals is
sort of a computational style language;
it is like the FORTRAN language, but it
is operational directly from the termi-
nal, so that a person can sit down and
write a little program and have it exe-
cuted and get the results back immedi-
ately.

a EC.KSCHER: He does his own
programming then?

KELLER: Yes, in this sense he is
using it as a problem-solving tool the
same way he would use a regular com-
puter at a computer center. He would
write his program and put it in and then
sometime later get his result back. This
way he gets his result back immediate-

ly ECSCIER: I understand that
you must have a facult sponsor to use a
computer in this fashion. Do any of the
extra curricular organizations have ac-
cess to computers or is it just for formal
courses.

KELLER: The way we have been

operating here, any student has been
able to use the computer any time he
wants to sign up for it.

LLOYD-JONES: Is the only mate-
rial which goes into the computer sub-
ject matter set down by the academy, by
the school?

KELLER: There are programs
written for purposes of peoples' own-
for artistic purposes, for organizational
purposes, and so forth. As for the other
type of program, the standard lesson
part which would be a portion of a
course, those are usually developed by
faculty members. However, this on-line
computational capability that I was talk-
ing about is available to anyone. You
just sit down and write your program to
solve whatever problems you want.

HECKSCHER: Another thing that
we have been interested in is the prob-
lem of what a computer can be used for
in teaching traditional courses, and what
it is less suited for. It has been suggested
to us by several people that the instruc-
tor faces a continual series of decisions
as to when to use the computer and when
not to, because of course it tends to pre-
sent material in a fashion that is quite
different from traditional instruction. Is
that the way you see the use of the com-
puter as a continuous deciding, weighing
of values in a continuous series of deci-
sions, or is it just the allure of the in-
creased efficiency and rapidity of a
computer that decides people to use it or
not?

KELLER: As we can see from the
system that we have here, with the type-
writer terminal, first of all there are
quite a number of limitations. A student
can read much faster than a typewriter

can type. So where you have a lot of in-
formation to present, you can't want to
do it with a typewriter terminal, ob-
viously. With a CRT (television screen)
type terminal, the information is able to
be presented much faster; we can put a
whole page up almost instantaneously,
and there you get away from this read-
ing problem. Many of the systems and
the current system we have operating
does not have CRT.

The other point of deciding what
concepts or what battery of materials
can be presented best and which would
best be presented by some other means
(like perhaps lectures or discussion
groups) is partly a matter of ingenuity
on the part of the instructor. Some
things have been found to work and some
are more difficult. Also, the-programs
need to be designed such that they take
care of all kinds of contingencies that
might arise; and this involves thinking
ahead and trying to think of what contin-
gencies will actually occur in the course
of the program. Again, this is more or
less a matter of ingenuity.

LLOYD-JONES: Are graduates of
Irvine going to be the sort of people who
are going to be able to use the technolo-
gy of the world without taking it too seri-
ously, without letting it be their mas-
ters?

KELLER: I think that's fairly accu-
rate.

LLOYD-JONES: I hope you're right.
We want to go to Dr. Justice if he is still
here.

JUSTICE: I am Dr. Keith Justice. I
am in biology, using a computer in a lit-
tle different way from a number of other
people on the campus. I'm using it as a

substitute for the laboratory exercise.
Many of the areas of biology are difficult
to handle in the laboratory. For exam-
ple, if we want to study the population
growth of humans in the world, we
would have difficulty setting up a biolo-
gy exercise in this area, to say the least.

The same thing goes for population
growth in human organisms and studies
in genetics of organisms. There are
many other areas of biology where, for
cost reasons, we cannot set up a normal
biology laboratory exercise. Many of the
concepts we now discuss in biology are
based on experiments worked out with
very, very expensive equipment: elec-
tron microscopes, ultra-centrifuges,
very delicate separation techniques, etc.

It is my thesis that themj exercises
can be conducted by simulating the bio-
logical system on a digital computer; we
do this many times using on our on-line
computational system that Prof. Keller
just described.

LLOYD-JONES: Is the computer
really cheaper than that stuff?

JUSTICE: Yes, it is. It is cheaper
not just in money but in time, both the
students' time and the time of organ-'
isms. For instance, we can simulate 2,-
000 years of human evolution with res-
pect to certain traits, in a space of few
minutes on a computer. We do this not in
a pre-destined manner, you might say,
but we allow the student to design an
experiment in human evolution or in in-
tra-human evolution, and to simulate
this using a program which we have
previously loaded.

(Plase TuV to Page 12, CoL 3)

BUSHNELL:
But she isn't her own boss in the sense

that she's- gone through .the system and
as the result of going through that sys-
tem, she now represents the* status quo
out there.

HECKSCHER:
I think we're talking about two differ-

ent things. I think we're talking about
who is going to decide what the content
of education is and that's sort of a big
problem. I think that the problems that
we have experienced touching on drop-
ping out aren't necessarily about the
courses that we have to take, so much as
the way they have nothing to do with
learning. It's sort of absorbing. All of us

BUSHNELL:
The problem of those who are Dro-

gramming the machines and the technol-
ogy is that they represent one point of
view: and that is that the program is
established, and the kids are guided and,
by God, it's determined; the goals are
set and the criteria are set, and they are
to go through this experience, and when
they get through they are educated!

SILBERMAN:
First, let me back off a little bit and

say that I'll buy the notion that the mid-
dle class power structure in America
determines the objectives, and they de-
termine these objectives in a number of
different ways. They select the teachers,
and the teachers generally typify the
system which they espouse: Be clean.
Be neit. Worh aaix.Achieve. You
know, the whole cluster.

And there's another element. This is
the publishers of instruction materials. I
don't care what kind of instruction the
teacher has. Show me the reader that
the children are using, and I'll show you
what kind of instruction is going on in
that classroom. The materials, in a
sense, determine the system; that's an-
other element.

. (Plese Tw to Page 4, C. D)

(From Page 2)
BUSHNELL:
I think that's the thing that kills educa-

tion. You're presuming that you know-
you as society - know what experiences
these kids should be brainwashed in and
by the time they get to the third grade
they're dead as students.

SILVERMAN:
I believe that every child should be

taught to read. If this means brainwash-
ing, fine. Then let's brainwash him. I
think we ought to make a distinction
between instruction and learning. Edu-
cation has to do with instruction prima-
rily. Learning takes place at all times.

BUSHNELL:
Education in the schools is instruction

primarily, but learning can be education
outside the school.

SILBERMAN:
I submit that the public schools repre-

sent a social institution to develop some
kind of cohesive set of values to prevent
society from splitting asunder. Learning
is something that takes place every-
where - on the block, at home, regard-
less of what the particular experience is
- but instruction generally differs from
learning in this sense in that it is formal-
ized.

HECKSCHER:
"We're talking now about the content

of education in the lower grades. I think
you make a very useful distinction be-
twC n learning and instruction. But real-
ly .~t-we-were talking about before is
hoa; to bring to learning the enthusiasm
and the natural reaching out of the learn-
ing process, and how to bring that into a
situation which is instruction;

SILBERMAN:
Ask yourself the question: What are

the conditions under which the desired
objective - being highly turned on -
are established? And, it's not, I think,
unreasonable to say that its over-simpli-

fied to say merely, "Let everybody go
his own route," and they would be highly
motivated and turned on. I think that's
baloney.

Indeed, I would suggest that there are
a number of different elements under-
lying the conditions which determine the
state of being motivated. One of them
has to do with the extent to which the
social reinforcers are operating and by
social reinfforcers I mean the stimuli of
getting praise by one's peers for doing
something pretty well. Not competition,
but cooperative effort.

I'd like to talk about that one too, be-
cause I think all too often because of our
laise-faire attitude we let them play in
the school yard and what happens? tey
do compete. What are we developing?
Aggressive behavior, very strongly rein-
forced later on in the high school when
everything is for the teen. If we're going
to eliminate that kind of motivation
we've got to program it. We've got to

say, "How do yo produce cooperative
behavior? How do you produce children
who are sensitive to the needs of other
children even when they've never met
them, when they live on the other side of
the world, and what are the conditions?"

BUSHNELL:
Who does the programming?
SILBERMAN:
In the education system today, there

are a number of different decisions
makers. The teacher probably repre-
sents as important a decision-maker as
anyone. And when the teacher takes the
other two, let them play.

BUSHNELL:
And who does the teacher represent?
SILBERMAN:
The teacher represents himself as far

as I'm concerned.
BUSHNELL:
Really? and not the establishment?
SILBERMAN:
Once that door is closed, she's her own

boss.

A Conversation At Irvine

Aspects of CTurning On^ to Educal tio



offhandedly and incidentally, be trained in the mode of
passivity and minimum response to stimulus.

The technician and the hardware salesmen pose
as those who merely relieve of tedium, ignoring the
fact that their question and answer programs and
their "here's a problem, plug in some parameters'
games are at best frivolous distractions, at worst
mechanical martinets for the mind.

This should not be taken as meaning that I object
to new technology; I do not, for I have many a beauti-
ful dream of what the genius of the Norbert Weiners
and Vannevar Bushes can make possible for us. But
before I turn to the good side of the technologies, let
me make one final comment about many of the men in
the field at the moment:

I am irritated by their pretentiousness.
To be blunt, many of the machines around at the

moment are pretty cruddy, yet the men who own, ser-
vice and administer them preen and strut around
them as if they had something really wonderful. At the
Irvine campus of University of California, for in-
stance, the CAL programs, though in some cases writ-
ten with some intelligence and wit, are rendered un-
bearably dull by the fact that the vaunted machine has
a reaction time unworthy of a sclerotic sloth. The
academic papers written by one man at System Deve-
lopment Corporation, though perhaps intrinsically
interesting, are rendered idiotic by the concentration
on the great conglomerations of machinery he con-
venes to reach pretty damn simple conclusions.

The over-rating of the hardware installed is aston-
ing, and it gives one pause to consider that most of
the operating CAL set-ups are in primary schools with
predominantly black and chicano student bodies.
Though the men who run the equipment pretend to be
"upgrading" the "culturally deprived," one wonders
why these middle class white men don't experiment
on their own kids first.

In short, Harold Innis, Edmund Carpenter, Mar-
shall McLuhan and Father Ong have demolished the
information-field assumptions of the pre-television

(Pleae Tom to Page 14, Col 1)

One is shocked on meeting the gurus of the new
automated higher education at their naivete, their
innocence, their child-like belief that making a whole
new world does not really change things. Like most
young people I have read a good deal about the new
magis that are to govern our lives;,I have absorbed,
the usual images of the men of Rand, System Develop-
ment Corp., the Think Tanks and the rest. On coming
into contact with them through the USSPA higher
education program and elsewhere I find the usual na-
ture attributed to these men - far-seeing and high
minded, broad of vision and professionally competent
- ludicrous.

Time and again one hears the head of this re-
search project or that Computer Science Department
say "we're just packaging information in a better
way," "the effect of the technology depends on the
men who run it," or, succinctly and cutely, "garbage
in, garbage out." All of which is idiocy. At the risk of
belaboring an obvious point: Computer Assisted In-
struction, for instance, is not just a new way of car-
jrying out an old function, instruction or exercise. It is
a set of mechanisms and programs which subject the
student in its maw to entirely new and unforseen psy-
chological conditions.

Again, to say that the effect of a technology de-
pends on the men who run it is like saying that the ef-
fect of a bomb depends on the character of the bomber
pilot. Or once more, "garbage in garbage out" sounds
as though it means something, but ignores the fact
that in real life some people take garbage and make
something useful out of it, while some processes (say
Hollywood) take perfectly good material and make
garbage out of it.

In short, the assumption that the New Technoma-
niac is just an innocent researcher, a dedicated engi-
neer or whatever, at the service of the education es-
tablishment - a man making faithful machines which
have no in-built biases or extra-curricular effects - is
hogwash. Yet few of the technocrats have thought of
the possibility that students who learn to answer one
line questions from the computer console may,

.

.
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(From Page 3)
Third: The peer group determins

what happens as far as objectives ai
concerned. Kids learn much more froi
each other than they learn from aybod
else, or materials, etc. ITbe Cole
report brought tlis out very beAutifulli
They essentially found that in a natioi
wide sample that differences in qualit
as measured by teacher salary, per cap
ta expenditure on students, and so fort
make very little difference. What mak<
the big difference is what the populatic
of peers is like. That determines wh<
gets learned.

The third one I've already mentioned
Now, the pattern in the history of is the ability to be sensitive to the needs

America has been that the middle class of other people because the world is get-
power structure, as a result of all these ting smaller all the time.
various techniques, pretty much deter- Now how do we get there? Obviouslv.
mines what shall be learned and how it the current school structure is not doing
shall be learned. When immigrants the job. Project Head Start and other
came in, this had been a force to assimi- projects are beginning to point the was.
I4te the values that were different into First, there is going to be a shift to-
those that were dominant. Now we have wards the lower -age level; children at
a new phenomenon occurring, particu- younger age levels are more permeable.
larly in the large urban areas where the They change more readily. By the time
central ghetto parents don't want to buy the kid hits kindergarten the whole pat-
it. They don't want to be assimilated' tern is pitched. You can predict once you
they're saying, "Let's incorporate one know who you've gotten when they come
set of values along side of yours and into school, what the rate of progress is,
make some part in this educational pro-and this doesn't change regardless of
gram." This is just manifestation of what the school does. So when does it
deeper conflict - a social conflict. and count? Maybe in the crib. Maybe the
perhaps the outcome of that conflict will only solution-and I'll throw this out as a
determine the future objectives and the point that I don't necesarrily accept but
nature of the so-called school. is somehing to consider. Maybe the only

If you look ahead, you ask yourself solution to aitaining the coherent
what the trends are in technology, what cohesive society is to have society-and
is apt to happen to these objectives. 1OU define what that means, whether it
what are going to be the important ob- be the existing power structure or some
iectives in the near future and what willnew democratic form-assume greater
be some of the roles that toee profes-responibilit for the education of the
sional educators play in that future? By infant to inculcate these common
various techniques it is possible to make values. What haps? We have a situa-
such extrapolations, and one can look ton where by «e time the kid is three
ahead and say, "Well technology is im- his dad is teaching him to beat up the kid
proving so fist, the pace of rate of next door, wo s a little bit smaUer and KAlSER ALUMINM NEWS

Technomania Astray

System Flexibility V
change in the world is going quicker all
the time." Consequently, the ability to

35accept change is going to be an impor-
re tant objective: the anti-rigidity phe-
m nomenon. IGetting kids to desire learn-

t ing, and changing behavior.
in Another important-objective is going
y to be increased awareness of the impor-
n tance of being able to appreciate leisure
t time activities without guilt.
AJ We're breaking away from the Puritan
th work ethic and in the future its going to
es be more important for people to be
n steeped in the humanities, being able to

at enjoy their leisure time.

Fs. Fad Switching
my the time the kid gets through kinder-

tarden its too late.

Now, if you want to say that pro-
gramming vs. freedom is the real issue,
you can play that game; but I think its a
pseudo issue. I think when you're talking
about trying to establish a set of objec-
tives you mean that you're going to try
to change children's behavior in some
desirable direction and the desirability
is the political issue that is determined
by democratic moves, we hope.

In addition to this conservative objec---
tive that I've just outlined - I mean
those objectives that are designed to
maintain a coherent society - there are
other objectives which you pointed out
that I think are equally important, and
these are the objectives of using educa-
tion to shape the nature of society to
come. And this is not a new concepti
Progressive people in the '30s said it was
possible to use education to shape the
future - to determine what kind of so-
ciety we're going to be living in - but at
that time they didn't have the technolo-
gy to pull it off. I mean, as long as every-
body was enthusiastic, the energy
sapped in and a little got done. But as
soon as those wonderful people died,
everything died off. Until you have a
system - some set of procedures that
are codified, a set of materials, some-
thing that's programmed (meaning
planned) so that certain desirable ef-
fects can be predicted and implemented.
until you have a system, all you've got is
everybody going from the latest fad to
the next new fad.

BUSHNELL:
You are continually in the process of

change and taking on new experiences
and become wiser, hopefully, you're re-
directing yourself and that's why educa-
tion should have flexibility-it should be

Repnnted % ith Permbaiu from (Pbse See NtPge



The use of CAI programs in a college course
raises several questions about the limitations of the
technique as well as suggesting additional applici-
tions. The limitations are of three sorts; psychologi-
cal, pedalogical, and technical. Extensions of the tech-
nique depend most heavily on the teacher's ingenuity,
but also on the development of more complex CAI
technology.

Many teachers question the kind of learning that
goes on in students using CAI. Most objections of this
sort assert that the student does not learn or, if he
learns, he "really doesn't understand." One answer is
that since "learning" can beidefinsed as "a perform-
ance change over trials" and "understnading" as "the
ability to do a specified activity", students both learn
and understand what the program teaches. The more
important issue here is whether programs can help
students to perform as well or better than they would
otherwise.

Certainly a bad program may be worse than a bad
book, in terms of the students' reaction, but a good
CAI program can challenge a student as no book can.
Furthiermore, in wiriting a program that is effective,
the author is forced to break the subject matter into
small units (frames) and spell out quite explicitly
what is to be learned; the result seems to be more
careful development and presentation of the topic, not
the opposite. Yet it may be disturbing, more to the
teacher I fear than the student, to see extremely com-
plex topics presented in this "simple" manner. Yet if
a program can teach and students learn and under-
stand, there is much to be said for CAI and pro-
grammed instruction. There is a clear need for hard
answers to these questions.

.Clearly related to this is the question of where CAI
fits in a curriculum or course, or more specifically,
what can (or ought to) be programmed? The best hard
answer is that subjects that are more mechanical
(logic, foreign language, mathematics, economic
theory, English grammar) are best suited for pro-
gramming, although the use of CAI is less demanding
than other programmed media in this respect. More
relevant are the ingenuity of the teacher-programmer
and the sophistication of the CAI system he has access
to; the growing use of simulation games is an example
of just one sort of approach to more complex, but well
defined, subjects.

Most severe of the'limitations on the use of CAI is
that imposed by the technical capability of computer
systems. The seminal state of time-sharing computer
systems and of instructional programming languages
seriously inhibits use of CAI at the college level. Most
currently available systems are intented for rote
teaching (and learning) of simple topics, usually at
the elementary school level. The ability of such sys-
tems to handle the richness and complexity of ma-
ture students' English language responses is quites
limited as is their algebraic and logical capability;
combinations of the two types of responses are nearly
impossible to process.

These technical constraints are more severe when
one considers the extent of current research on com-
puter processing of English. Computers are able to
"understand" and answer complex questions based on
data stored in their memory when these questions are
in standard English. Yet most computer systems have
nothing resembling the general question-answering
capability. When it is available, it is seldom possible
to use in an instructional program. The desired flexi-
bility, that of a computer system capable of a wide
range of human teaching skills, is within our techno-
logical grasp now; yet implementation of existing
techniques in the near future is only a promise.

To foresee the directions in which CAI will expand
requires little iagination in light of the advanced
state of computer technology. Each of the limitg
factors mentioned will be of trivial importance in five

years. Time-sharing computer systems with ency-
clopedic memories full of verbal and numeric infor-
mation will be available on a wide scale; programs to
allow their systematic interrogation by students will
permit their substitution for lectures. To the extent
that authors are able to onstruct structured instru
tional prog ts can be called on for more sys-
tematic learing. The danger however of do= ex
machina staing the campus need not materialize.
For the professor can then truly be freed for the teach
i ng that is n "pgam able," for the true explora-
tion of pplexing questions, with all students.

(Reprbinte with permien from Pre Biall
Publishers from NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
TEACHING OF ECONOMICS, Keith Lum=W2, Edi-
tor.) KarlB.Radov

Professor of Economics, , UC at Irvine

4From Page 4)
alive in the sense that you can modify
your course as you suddenly gain new
insights.

SILBERMAN:
Let me tell you about a classroom I

visited last week. This was in a section
in East Los Angeles where Mexican-
Americans are about 99 per cent, and
under a Federal grant some people from
one of the state colleges decided to do
something that was very free and flexi-
ble. They had asked industry to come to
their assistance. They had a computer,,
and they had all kinds of games, and
they had every conceivable form of
material, and they had two or three
teaching assistants, para-professionals,
and they had people from the college
roaming about. Then they had a relative-
ly small class, about 26 or 27 students in
this junior high school class. First of all,
that implies an awful lot of program-
ming, because after all, all these mate-
rials are mathematically oriented.
Somebody said this section of these stu-
dents was going to be related to quanti-
tative matter. But then if you looked at
the materials you found that nothing was
related to anything else in ay kind of
systematic way. i mean one kid was
banging on a very expesive piece of
equipment. He jammed te keys, you
know, and they were free

BUSHNELL:
I would say the- lids were rebellig

not being free, an it seems4 me thats
precisely the kind of environment -tt
we like to avoid by first, taking care of
the motivational problem.

I would suggest to begin with that if
they were setting up a course now for
that particular school, that they should
involve the kid in the determination
processm. ibw, thatdoesn't mean that the

GOODIWE:
The very fact that people raise that

question, "What do I do now?" is cru-
cial, because one has to raise that ques-
tion before he starts to learn. In other
words, that you have to experience fail-
ure-you have to struggle with "do-
nothingism"-before you finally see that
in order to be a responsible Derson vou

n-
portant for children to be able to deter-
mine somedpal for themselves, then we
out to lay out a systematic plan for
c.ag that 9ki to aen ad to the
,mtent ta we jt say, "It'll happe-
then it wLnt. If we're serious about that
goal,- tt's look at our curriculum and
let's say we're going to actuly plan a
set of situations which have built in un-
certadte, ad that we're gdog to
start with situations that are not too
uncertain because then you just give.
fte failusand they tune out on you.

kids are going to sit down and argue di-
alectically the objectives of the course.
But, by God, the course should be theirs
in one way or another-and perhaps the
only approach is a highly informal ap-
proach, without the materials, without
the computer, without a lot of adults
imposing the structure from without.
The only one that in my estimation and
my experience that works is when the
structure is imposed from within.

Now, we have the experience that
has had some success and that is to sim-
ply put a camera in the hands of this
gang, most of whom have dropped out of
school, tell them to go out and make a
film, and they go out and they shoot each
other on the basketball court. They come
back and then in 24 hours we bring the
film back into the gang hideout and they
see themselves on the screen. Well,
we've already thought through the wbole
course content of that filmdmaking ex-
perience, but almost immediately within
the first week we've. scrapped the whole
course concept-the whole program-
because they're re-writing the program
and they're re determing the objectives
of that course.

Okay, now Harry could you describe
how that process might be done with the
computer aid as a course of instruction?

SILBERMAN:
Let me tell you bow we're using the

computer. We observed first grade
classronm, and we discovered that
most of the tea-hm don't know what's
S on. You altem "What can this
chiic do? Can he dlcriminate two dia-
grays on the- basis of initial snts
or what kind of skills has he got? -

Letrs ask if the child can disin
between two words that have three let-
ters in them, and says rat and the other
oe sWy mat. Tacbe say, of course,

they can and then we say fine, let's go
around and ask these kids to see if they
can. And they can't.

And then you ask other questions
and pretty soon you get a picture that
these teachers have a vague notion that
correlates with what the brightest kids
can do and that's their image of what the
children are ahle tn do- When the kids an

b

They get failure. When they fail, there's
avoidance behavior and then sdly
-we dibcover theBe kds w ,imw vad.
The have a scc of
trails woth of failure. Wy should tbep
be motArat&I? People are ested in
those thins in which they have a little
bit of succs in, and if you sequence

things carefully such that people don't
have failure, tF n often times t build

in an interest and become motivat-
e.

Critiquing Computers

Programmed Environment That Woi Vied
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who the voice was by, because the pic-
tures shown on the film wasn't by the
voices at the time so they wasn't held in
from saying what they wanted to be-
cause of being afraid of being looked
upon by police or any other established
form. But the film itself was a good way
to ease tension which I think was quite
high at that time in North Richmond; I

think it served this purpose more than
anything else; a tension easer that
brought the chance to speak so we can
all understand.

Do you go to school now?

Yes, senior high school; Richmond
High.-

What do you plan to do next year?

Well, I haven't made up my mind
yet. I'm going to college, I know, but I
don't know if I wait around a year,, see,
can I get out of the draft or somethin. I.
definitely don't want to go into the ser-
vice.

You don't?

So I might go just straight into col-
lege and try to carry enough units to
keep me out, or I might take some other
form of escape to keep from going to the
service.

Do you have anything in mind as far
as a career that you would go to college
for?

I want to be a social worker, even.
tually a parole officer to work with
youths..

Why a parole officer?

Because in this job I feel that I can
be myself.- I wanta be the kind that the
kids identify with; I don't wear a tie; I
wear what I wanta wear and speak the

(A warm February af ternoon in
North Richmond, Calif. at Neighborhood
House, a BLACK community organizing
center where four WHITE college news--
paper editors came equipped with video-
taping equipment to find out what was
going on and tape it. Neighborhood
House is unique in centering much of its
activity around adolescent directed.
film-making projects. The WHITES'
-interview session--here edited-was a
part of an USSPA seminar on New Edu-
cation Technologies)

WHffE: Could you explain a little
bit about the people on this program,
maybe how it is funded, where the mo-
ney comes from for it and a little bit of
what you plan to do in this program.

BLACK: I don't know too much bout
the money aspect,, but most of the people
working on the program are mostly
youths, there are some ninth, tenth and
eleventh graders, and we do work in the
community such as we attend meetings
and conferences and try to better rela-
tions in the city as far as the races are
concerned ...

Could you maybe tell me a little bit
about the strength and the feeling of the
Black Nationalist movement among the
youth. Could you tell us a little'bit about
how the people, the high school age, say
the age from 13 to 19 feel about Huey
Newton, how they feel about Stokeley
Carmichael, Dr. Harry Edwards down
at San Francisco State, maybe also what
kind of organization is being set up by
these people.

Well I know Huey Newton and Stoke-
ley Carmichael they are definitely
heroes around here.

x my name is Bruce Montgomery; I

work here at the youth center.
-Could you tell me a little bit about

what your official duties and what your
unofficial duties are?

Mostly,, I do what I am assigned to
like a conference, or maybe a film con-
ference or a conference of just black

people gathering and I am starting to
work with a police group in order to get
a better relationship with the youth of
Richmond.

You mentioned the film conference,
have you. worked on films too, or is this
just something that you go in and see
films and recommend or do not recom-
mend them for others.

No, I haven't worked on films direct-
ly; I help in making the films in just
speaking for us, but when we do show a
film,, something that we have made at
Neighborhood House, we send a speaker
along with it to explain the purpose, and
who made the film. I am not one of the
militants who edited or put it together,
but I am one who can explain what mo-
tivated the making of it.

What particular films stand out in
your memory that you have worked
with, that you have gone along with as a
speaker. One of you who was in here
before mentioned a film called "Inside
Out," he didn't tell us much about it.
Could you tell us a little bit more about
the film?

That's a film that does stick in my
mind, ""Inside Out," It is more or less a
example of what can be done by black
people who put their efforts together
productively, in the sense that this film
was a chance to speak out, to say bow
they felt, how they wanted to feel with-
out being put down upon by the white
establishment or any other establish-
ment. They got to speak free for a
chance on film, to say what they really
wanted to say; I mean you ctuldn't tell,

language that I wanta speak. It won't be
the official type language that I look

down on the kids that I'm workin with.
We would feel that as we're together he
can feel that he can communicate at any
time-not necessarily when I'm on duty,
but he knows my phone numb~er he call
me and I can call him and talk together.
This is the kind of relationship I can
bu ild up as a parole officer, and this is
the only field that I think this can be
done. This is something I really want to
do.

What's your name?
Myron Met.

And where do you go to school?
South Campos.
Is it a good school?
Yes,, 'it's all right.
Brown intimated that perhaps had

some bad feelings about the school; is
that true?

In some cases yeah. Well, like the
counselors; I don't think they help too
much because most of em is prejudiced.
I don't like that.

Are there any black teachers or
counselors at South Campus?

We have some black teachers.
And how old are You?
Is that important? OK I'm 16?

(Aferwhich ensues a half hour of
"Who are you? How old? What school?
What do you like to do most? What's it
like to be black?" questions. At which
point the WHITES give the videotaping
equipment to the BALCKS for a table-
turned interview.)

(Please Turn to Next Page)

San F rancisco State: Cali. State Colleges::

Berkeley: Cali. Saenirsities=

-although in the case of state, rene-
gade would seem more appropriate to'
its less than romantic appearance and
its 'lack of finncial resources so ne-
cessary to the propriety of bein g a
rebel these days.-

I'd been to State only once before this trip - just a
week prior to the Oakland demonstrations - for a
brief "encounter" with the editor of the then only "of-
ficial" campus paper (The Daily GATOR). The ticky-
tacky-mess of the place disappointed my pet mental
images. The atmosphere, the history, the legend of
State contradicted the campus-concrete, the GA-
TOR's more than a little distorted view of reality, the
statistiMs.

Huddled in the Mission district just south of Gold--
en Gate Park, State attracts most of its students from
the immediate area-students who work part-time, of
an average age of 25 with 35 per cent of the male stu-
dents having fulfilled military requirements, with
families to support, and returning to finish their
MAT'S or to get their teaching certificates. State is
not endowed, offers no athletic scholarships, has no
alumni association to ask for support. Its only frater-
nity is located in a dilapidated house several miles off
campus. In the last seven years, the College has had
six peiesSummerskill resigning just recently.,
:State is not a prestige campus and California politics
are anything but attractive to serious educators. All of
'which produces at State the unusual condition of the
!students being the stable element orf the institution,
the real "guardians of the system".

Hence, it is the student element which also cre--
ates the system, revolutionizes the institution. From
this unlikely, ove ul mideass group has come,
some of the more rdalchanges in education to date.
From the earliest beinnes of "the movement" at'
Berkeley, State students have been involved in radi-'4
calizing the educational system. The W. H. DuBois
Clubs were founded at the College in 1962. The San

A REBEL
Francisco sit-ins of December, 1963, to Aoril. 1964.
were organized by State students.- And before the civil
rights movement came to the Coast in force State stu-
dents were marching in Selma and forming the Black
Student Association on campus and developing what
later became their community-involvement program.

Community Projects: 2-Way Learning
Because of its urban situation and the concern of

its students for their community, the normal distinc-
tions between university and the "outside communi-

ty"1 are ambiguous at best. The students are less cau-
tious than administrators in exoerimentina with te
instituti on-their loyalties lie clearly with t~e
community in which they live, of which the College is
only a part. They see no necessity for the College to
protect itself from assimilation with the community
- their interests, in fact, tend toward hastening the
process. One of the earliest projects developed by the
students was the community-involvement program-
which began as an effort to improve the community
through the application of principles and ideas learned
in the classroom and has since become a part of the
course work of most of the students. The program is
based on the premise that not only can the students
contribute constructively to the community projects,
but they can also learn from them.

The continued concern with civil rights caused the
students to develop their tutorial program in an effort
to counter new state admissions requirements which
all but wipe out the black student enrollment. Since its
creation by all white students - committed but inex-
perienced - it has expanded to include the Upward
Bound Program - a cooperative effort between the
education department and the experimental college to
work with socio-economixcally deprived individuals at
all levels of schooling to help improve their level of
achievement. The tutorial program at State is consid-
cered the model for all other such programs across the

Ju MPease Twato Page 14, Cd. 1)
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THREE students from the Higher Education Seminar
went to the Music Department at Oakland's Mills Col-
lege to find out what is happening there in electronic
music composition. Their interview with Martin Bar-
tlett, a graduate student in music, follows. A duplicate-
of the original recording-demonstration from which
this transcript was edited may be obtained from USS-
PA for $15.
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pressure reglates I and length of the sounds.
To demonstrate, he began agig path cords

in outlets, tuning modular dials and flicking switches.
Ds large h worked swiftly spring a s d

knowledge of the machie; ad "music, Un ar
to more conventional msic listenes blared loudy
from the speaker.

He he jst what parts of the Vsle woud pro-.
duce what s and added cord after cord to the
patch. When the machine ed one particular -
riation, he stood back with his chin in his hand and
looked qizcally at the quipmt.

"Now I wonder why it's doing that?" he said,
thinking that it should have been giving off a different
effect.

Showing the various techniques -of the consoles,
Bartlett, with the aid of a tape recorder, fed his voice
into the machines to let the equipment "re-modulate"
it. The change in tonal qualities which it made pro-
duced a tinny, squa t, impossible to understand-
much like Donald Duck s voice.

How is electronic music being acepted and what
of its future?

Bartlett feels that it is b -oing an essential part
of college msic departments. Tere is a definite
intert for electronic music among stdenits." he said
and commented on the 40 Mills students who, for a
small fee, experiment with the consoles every week.

Portland State College

If you are tring to keep up with m al treads,
then puk dow tit dectric guar; it is already get-
ting out of toe with modeRe music.

Tbe MIls ge Electronic Music Centr, we of
s o ---- ses around the nation, is

wri proof that cotempaon music is in for some
jolts. Technology has firmly invaded the fine arts.

For se ours a week, Martin Bartlett, a
S ing musical geni" s dOing dua k at the cen-

ican be f playng i the college's electronic
music ^eqpet. *..

Bartlet is a lar German with wid hair
curling sd s eollar and sant smile, and is an
expert with d ic oles.

The <onsoles at Mills are two similar upright box-
es which FMsemb small tube-testing mxbbes.
Numenous switches, outlets, and dials cover the front
of the devices which were built splly for
the centeb Don Buchla, a local r. Code wus
about 2 eO consode.

The equipment makes music by pr 9 sod
wves and canging these for raried effect. A "sine
wave" appas on a l e (a screen swing
changes in a sound wave ptte as a catinuus, var-
ied wavey line - the v a bd-
ness and the length sh ing time. A "saw tooth wave"
he described as a sine wave with all its 1amonc,
and a "square wave" looks like a squared-off sine
wave with some harmonics.

Musk is created xh s baic oeating de
vices, Bartlett Iaht Te are: oscillatos, hic
produce pitch; frequency modulatio; voltage control,

which is acquired thgh "gans, e of a sequent
er, and a keyboard; e of the parts arranged;
an ampifier, and a per or tape deep.

Gating is donewith the use of "patch cords" of
varied l that have plug-in deviceson both eAds.
Eveuall, the whole face of a Ccsole a become

)

covered with them, ceaing a "pati", a network of
cords with both ends some con-
neting one Console to the a, nad each one chawg-
ing the sound waves.

Tbe keyboard is a narrow, flat, e nlar tpiec
of copper with about 10 slight indentions to mark
"kes." Ea~ch kent may be tusked and also the begin.

nin and ends of sondsmay be changed. Finger

One interesting thing about this
equipment is that no conMelo you
make W1 destroy the equipme Int. In
other words, 1 can't plug some into
something else and get an explosio
which end it all. So it is *ils play
from that pont of view.

If you lise rious music or classical
music, the traditional forms have been
ablished. It is an a opllse fact
that no one can write sonates anymore
without making me laugh. String quar-
tets wtte by -xtemporary composers
,strike me as rather bad eAsence.
far as rock groups go, teyhave a differ-
ent kind of problem because k al-
though many of the groups are verg ad
venturous and they are imested in he
new sounds - is ically a kind of folk
masc, a kind of folk tradition. is
based on certain y a
and attitudes toward rhythm. It .does
seem to me that there is a limit to bow
far those roups can go with this ele
Aronic devices and still be rock. I think

it's groovy if they decide to cae into
something else and go wee it leads
tem; but whether thLey will still have
their audience is aver matter.

As far as muslar m c anoth-
er problem is the fact that the audie
welch likes immediate effects. which
doesn't have perhaps the kind of culti-
vated liseing power some people think
desirable.

How interested is that audience
gng to be if composers decide to go all
out? is certainly true that people are
more open toward this sort of Fog
now; twenty years ago they would have
thrown stoye, and ncw one gets an atti-
tude of polite interest. But people's ears
are becoming more and more open to
new things. Partly there is a craving for
the sensatwoal; our hole lives are be-

omning jaded; we hear the same
over and over again and people say,
"Good God, giveus soe ing r!"

I spoke earlier about teae
view i t th ake toward the Ax
meat, and there are a _e of e
ent composers who work with 14 equip-
met who take quie n ew-
pons Some p wnt to s da g
time tunng the ocllator to ge "
the right sound." Otes attertto Love
a more prsional view, Xihs basi-
cally g0 the machine its ow had.
Te there are othes who like to use
devronids hin a rather hancyd way. That

(Please Tw to Page 12, Col. 1)

changing the se wave shape like
-oX lice---- .A saw tooth wave is a

sine wave with all its hamoics: an infi-
nite of harmonics.

We have another kind of sound, a
square wave: one that is infinitely tun-
able In most limits. F lly e have just
nooses: &."+!-. Qliet noise is the most
complex so1nd; on the oscilloscope it
ju s like a mass.

In the early days of e4lectronc mu-
sic, those were the resooces you had. If
you more sound Von
recorded sods like this on tape and
then you ded oter soundson top of
them and yo cut the tape up; you mea-
sured and spliced Emil you built up a
piece o some p ity. But as with
eveyig ese, the system s now auto-.
mated to such a dre e that we n do
quite complex tg mach more easuly.

The fact of the matter is that sI the
music we hear these da is eleo .
Even if ou isten to Be P's Sym-
pbony, cha es ou're li to it
on a record that has been diffed n the

ig - and it is a totally
differelit knd of experince m a con;
cert inai And so, oe those kinds
of tecnques have been estas and
we are d to tbem, it w natural
that peop would tink of i
devices to make msic dir . The

_eginnins of this were 20 or 30 years
ago when people r ded o e sin g
text discs that le ics comp
put out to test eqmnt. ;

What we have here is a m lar,
electronic music system, MEMS, wich
is a compat way of dUng all te opera-
tions el ic m studio
should be able to dc. The basis of any
setup such as ts is a device known as
,an li a device hich prodes
the pitch. We speak in a lot of types of
wave forms and the i
wave. A part o£ this eqi t is a num-
ber of sine wave generators; those are
.device which prouce the kind of sound
we call a sine wave, and if you have an
sillscope, you have a -ay of visnuauy

soeig that happelns eled-

The lw est*I- oriA«B
.muq v~dv Wc

have row about
30 cyclies pe
s d wch
means we get a
wave formaul
happoning 30
timesl every
#1on; a soAd

I

wave generator
wi p

.that sonA. j-J1 AL <»!-t -50g a comn
plete range of
pitcn, n-gbtt

donto about
30 cce rup
to he: 15,000

Wfie thresholdiof
g. e - -

An e devies have Be pli-
t of pdui oer we w apes. A
swe w sve r the impst od; if
we add overtones or ars we get
otber kinds of patter-M. Now, do fed
a chge in e- Wen, re

can make thing more complex by fre-
quency modulation

It we were now ne to always
have that regular ryUhm, we would very
rapidly get tired of it, but wea use
new regular patterns to regulate the
regularity; we can adjust the regularity
and if we like that we can set othe
rhythm on top of a sequence. N wet we
have a k ard, which is s ather
kind of voltage control, gr gauging appa-
ratus. With it, we can controll eah patch
of the osillator by means of the pres-
sure of our fingers. We have two se-
quences and two keyboards; we have 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 oscillators and
modulation of one sort or _ is
available on each one.

Sooner or later one- gets to the ques-
tion of aesthets; namely what one
finds pleas . I certainlyie to allow

The basic roue t h the equip.-
ment is this: the bases are the oscilla-
tos, sine wave and squae wave genera-
tors. From the ascillators one gets more
complicated by modulatimo, of which
tbere are various kinds. A dezonstra-
tion will explain: there is a sine wave:

--. Now I modlate that sine wave to
another one: . One is
frequency modulation; a seod us am-
plitude modUlatio. Now, ante thig
we can do is calvd ltage control; to
thee devis wea dd gate, whk, is an

elcrncdevice mg"hswtce on and
off dske -a S
example.

He are me p Take a
sine wave mid appn 16 dlfft vlt-
age o n ; g 16 diffe t picte
in that }d of seqaenCe. So this iea kind
of gaUgng opeat ; we're s_ sing
tbat bsc ollatr soun, but we're not
processing it with another vltage. We

my aesthetics to be dictated by the ma-
chie; I get into the machine and I see

what it Ues to do. After ng to
what it has cooked up, one repets some
thing s ad accepts some otl.

All isdoes not mean we can forget
about u like melody and lurmony.
To start wth, a pano for example has 88
key mae 8 d iffe t ptches. But
the oscillators wil male a continual
ge of pothes. You can have as many

ptches as you like; so we are Mt just
thinkig in terms of l ale ef pt. he
machine does a ie a- noise easi

and so we sart s g e as a
musd resoue Of c trsse th have

always b as a m re-
soe d d b dthings
like that are s truments

have be pd in the ordhs-
tra f dr of years. But we tend
now to one ise a great deal more, to

all the kinds of souds that one
anmake.

Computer Composes, Musicians Plug In and Turn On



The basic development of the sympho-
ny orchestra was completed over 100
years ago. Since then there have been a
few refinements in instruments, the
'r umber of players in a few sections of
,.he orchestra have increased somewhat,
and occasionally "modern" instruments
much as the saxophn or vibraphone
have been added. utmost concerts to-
d;%v are given with a group very much
thc -same as Wagner had at his disposal
in 1&O.

In tim-e, the age of electricity added
sheer power to musical sound and,
through recording, the mass distribution
of musical performances has begun; but
only in the past twenty years has elec-
tricity become a real Influence on the
actual tone quality of instruments. In the
thirties and forties the ideal was to get a
filife-like" sound from recordings. Now
when popular disks are made it is very
common for the major effort to go into
the generation of electronic sounds. As a
result it is literally impossible to have a
I'liverp performance of the music we
1hear from our poorps

Since Wol War ifmany, serious
composers have been attracted to the
possibilities of electronic media. The
first primitive efforts were made by
manpltn spliced tapes, making a

sort of sound montage. Much was done
then with sine wave generators, filtered
white noise, echo chambers and as many
electrnc gadgets as the local budget
could afford. Still there was much to be
desired in the realm of flexibility and
control. Many hours were spent creating
sounds which mght be lost forever if not

recorded the fsttime they were pro-
duced.

About 15 years ago several people
began thinking of ways to turn the com-
puter's vast poetial to the task of
sound generation. At the Bell Telephone
Laboratories a basic sound program was
developed which has since been adapted
and revised at many locations. At Stan-
ford we concerned ourselves with con-
verting the coptrgenerated sound
system into a higlyfleibe musical
instrument which mgt be used by mu-
sicians who have only a slight knowledge
of the inner secrets of the computer.

The basic idea behind computer sound
is really quite simple. The computer
puts out a string of binary numbers,
which are converted into minute voltage
shifts such as you migh get from an or-
dinary microphone. heevoltages are
then fed into any stnad amplifier to
produce sound. Any numbers from, the
computer will produce some sort of

sound (usually noise). The I
control these numbers so as to
ly the sounds desired.

Elaborate computer prog
now give us in a few minutes
form imaginable. Since ft

trick is to -In two-channel sound it is an easy mat-
»get exact- ter to specify the exact amount of sound

to be heard from each speaer. This
,rams will gives us our left-right infomtion. It
s any wave isn't enough that a sound gets softer for
iese wave us to believe it is moving away. What

3t must be added are the elements of a syn-
/ /~thetic acoustical environment. It is very

/ /~~rare indeed that we find ourselves -in a
p lace where there is no reverberation.
TVheo relation between reverberation and
the direct, or non-reverberated sound is
the most important element in distance
-perception.

In the sketch (Figure 3) location 1
might beconme» the aDnarent somrc*Af the

D the physi- sound by specifying Utat we bear 90 per
tain all the cent direct sound, 10 per cent reverber-
e apparent -ated; 75 per cent sound from spae A,
sound, the 25 per cent from speaker B. For location
r new ways 2. 85 per cent sound, 15 per cent rever-

berated; 50 per cent from each speaker.
ement has For location 3, 70 prcent direct sound,
nent in mu- 30 per cent revebrted;, 15 per cent
re compos- from speaker A, 85 per cent from speak-
rients con- er B.
heir sound The next step is to consider what hap-
we are now pens when sound is produced by a
right into a 'moving source. We have all experienced
the various Tthe Doppler effect; as a train zooms past
.o our per- its whistle drops from a high to low

pitch. This effect is clearly perceivable
even when the movement is over only a
few feet. So to simulate moving sound
'sources 'it 'is necessary to exactly control
pitch fluctuation.

Through the efforts of John Chowning
(a musician) and David Poole (a com-
puter specialist) a program has been
developed which allows one to "draw"
on a TV screen the apparent ath Of
movements the sound will take. Then the
computer works out all the details as to
speker distribution, reverberation and
Doppler effect. Imagine we wish the
sound to move in a circle at a constant
speed. The sketch shows how the com-

(Please Tom to Next Page)
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forms are the closest things tc
cal reality of music and cont
information we get about tb
nature of the source of the
door has been opened to many
of tinking about music.

In addition the spatial elh
often been an important elen
sic but only occasionally hav
ers made specific requiren
cerming the locations of V
sources. With the computer m
able to compose this element i
piece by exact control of t
elements which contribute t
ception of sound in-space.

R
To "put something in perspective" is a

familiar phrase of popular rhetoric. The
defense lawyer will point out that his
client, who is being tried for theft, was
only trying to find food for his starving
children. The TV repairman will tell a

customer sardonically that his prob--
lems will be solved if the set's plug is
plugged in.

Putting something in perspective is
therefore simply providing more infor-
mation about a particular issue or prob-
lem than was previously used in under-
standing it.

But the term can also be used literal-
ly; the visual process of putting some-
thing in perspective is analogous to the
informational one. One could put the
drawings (above and aside) in perspec-
tive by viewing them in three-dimen-
sions. On paper (as though a single hu-
man eye or ordinary camera) only two
dimensions at a time can be examined.
But it is possible to show in several
drawings of the same object, each done
from a different angle, its three-dimen-
sional form-just as we might explore
the form of an ashtray in three dimen-
!sions by picking it up and tumning it
around and over in our hands; looking at
At, in other words, from a number of an-
:gles.

tion with each different set of parame-
ters can be represented on paper (i.e., it
can be graphed) using drawing equip-
ment hooked up to the computer.

The equation being used is simply a
matematical representation of what is
drawn; the processes are conceptually
similar to recreating the sound of a vio-
lin over a phonograph speaker rather
than actually playing the instrument.

As it happens, it is no more difficult
theoretically to put a three-dimension
drawing in a computer in mathematical
form than it is a two-dimension one. On
paper the computer can of course show
the drawing in only two dimensions; but

it can "put the drawing in perspective"
simply by drawing it from a number of
different angles. The equations of the
three-dimensional form tell completely
how that form could exist in three-di-
mensional space; to draw it in two di-
mensions, the computer simply "looks"
at the form from whatever angle is spec-
ified and draws what it "sees."

What are some related possibilities?
Just as designers are now reluctant to

sink too much of their clients' resources
-in projects that employ forms and pat-
terns very different from common ordi-
nary run-of-the-mill ones for fear of get-

\,I o-^

^
I

ting something that does not work -at all
as it should, so any social organization-
whether an entire society or a universi-
ty, a family or a government-is reluc-
tant to experiment with ideas, norms
and systems of belief that stray too far
from the conventional, familiar wisdom.
Such exploration can be very costly, and
in any case is difficult to control; it is
therefore perceived as a threat to the
established order of things, even though
it might be well-intentioned for everyone
concerned.

But now we begin to see the possibility
of conducting such exploration with a
computer-just as engineers and archi-
tects test alternative designs for a pro.-
ject "on paper" (in the computer) be-

(Please TOT to Next Page)

These drawings were generated using
mathematical equations with a high-
speed computer. Basically this is done
by giving the computer a more or Iless
complex equation and then program-
ming it to solve that equation using
various parameters-that is by changing
systematically parts of the equation that
would otherwise be constant. Each solu-

The New ^GeneratecT Music~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o
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piecemeal, haphazard and with a high
degree of uncertainty.

Using current commonly accepted
procedures, even a row full of draftsmen.
and junior engineers can draw only a
few "perspectives" on a particular pro-
ject and then test them out thoroughly
using standard but limited criteria for
evaluating their strength, durability, or

cost, or essentially personal criteria for
evaluating beauty, prestige or comfort.

But a computer can take a basic, ten-
tative design and look at it or draw it
from thousdands of perspectives; and
from each perspective it can evaluate it
according to each of hundreds of crite-
ria. Through thousands rather than tens
of such design tests, many more "bugs"

can be found and eliminated than would
otherwise be discovered, and the prod-
uct accordingly will be much improved.

There is another possibility. It is also
possible for the computer, turning out
drawings at the rate of ten or twenty a
minute, can not only examine one design
from a thousand different perspectives
and according to a 1000 different crite-
ria, but it can systematically vary that'
design over a limitless range and test
each variation as thouroughly as the ori-
ginal.

Philosophers could explore the ramifi-
cations of whole new systems of philoso-
phy with one-year rather than hundred-
year studies.

International and national political
scientists could disestablish the Amer-
can government and test out at length
substitute systems of social authority.

The possibilities are endless; and now,
for the first time in history, with the aid
of the computer, we can emplore thou-
sands times more than we ever could.
before. Rot Joto

USSPA

wide range of possibilities, the design
process can be far more effective. Far
better mousetraps, houses, urban plans
and transportation systems than any we
can conceive can be devised. What a
thousand years of trial and error has
accomplished in the engineering and
architecture professions will be possible
with high speed computers as design
Dartners ir ten.

gap%&& 6,64%

Congress could know the range of
changes and effects that the Medicare
bill would have in advance of passage
rather than ten years after.

California could study a wide variety
of variations in the design of its system
of higher education to plan for greater
efficiency, equity and other desired so-
cial benefits in advance, rather than

(Frm Page 11)
fore actually going ahead with building.
Social organizations can theoretically be
expressed in mathematical equations
(or, more likely, form of symbolism) as
easily as drawings can.

And a computer can therefore! explore
them as it or( we might explore a three-
dimensional physical object-by looking
at it (drawing it) from a ndmber of dif-
ferent angles. Just as the computer only
needs one mathematical model of any
three-dimensional form to draw it end-
lessly from every direction and with a
wide variety of variations, so only one
model of a social organization, in wha-
tever convenient symbolic form we can
devise will be needed for thorough study
in advance of possible changes in our-
selves and our social institutions.

Using these techniques, the computer
can serve as a new and very useful tool
for engineers and architects. These
professional designers must work daily

i with what might literally be called the
hard facts of absolute reality.

In general, each project for which an
engineer or architect is responsible goes
through several phases of thinking.
though, sketching,, drawing and blue-
printing, and modeling before it is final-
ly built. But once it is built or is in the
process of being built, there is little or-
no chance to correct errors that are dis-
covered late.

The bridge or chair which collapses,
the airplane which cannot fly, the ugly
house, or the street too narrow and the
car too Oide: all these represent failures
which the presumed users of architects'
and engineers' services will neither for-
give nor forget. A stake once made
cannot be throw into the wastebasket
and forgotten; to be changed it will prob-
ably have to be rebuilt from the ground
up.

Through exploring so carefully such a

(Fr-Pagell)

puter would control three elements of
tesound.
It is one of the paradoes of the con-

temporary scene that chance music and
music of total control have dominated
the output of many of our finest compos-
ers. Most people are aware of the com-
puter's talent for total control. Less
well-known are the various computer)
programs for random selection. In any
live musical performance many ele-
ments are subject to random selection.
Vibrato, exact amplitude, pitch and
rhythm; these things are never pro-
duced exactly the same way twice. In

Jazz provisaton we find a kind of con-
trolled randomness. Although there are
rather clearly defined rules which are
agreed upon, every performance varies
greatly in detail.

It is not especially difficult to write a
computer program in FORTRAN which
will select notes to form an "improvisa-
tion" over the standard harmonic
progression of the Blues. This program
can be coupled with the sound genera-
tion program so you end up with the
computer both composing and playing
the music. The artistic quality of such
production will depend entirely upon the
sense of musical values put into the
FORTRAN program and the capacity of
the computer to produce a wide variety
of so . I have developed a program
whereby every dimension (parameters,
we call them) of a musical sound may be
chosen in terms of a scale from total
random selection to total control. Mak-
ing music with this is a little like playing
dice with complete control over just how
"loaded" they are.

The use of the computer in this man-
ner leads one to ask many basic ques-
tions about the nature of art and the na-
ture of the thought process itself. The
computer can become a real tool of the
mind. The artist is always faced with the
problem of "what can happen next?" In
an instant he rejects all possibilities
which fall outs.de his self-imposed value

system, but it is quite likely that he fol-
lows through on only a tiny percentage
of the artistically consistent possibili-
ties. The computer does not tire easily.
Why not leave the hack work to the ma-

chine and let the artist devote his ener-
gies to the much more important prob-
lem of value judgment? It seems certain
that the creative artist will eventually
find that the computer has just as much
to offer him as it already has offered to
the creative scientist.

Leland Smith
Associate Professor of Music

Stanford University

(From Page 1*)

school has given rise to whole groups of
odd people with live electronics who do
things with performers where sounds
are modified in the concert situation by
electronic devices.

Which brings me to an interesting
piece performed here about a month or
six weeks ago. Variation Six basically
consists of one accululating in the con-
cert area all of the electronic equipment
you can find - electric razors, radios,
record players, tape recorders - these
things - as many amplifiers and speak-
ers as you can possibly get, and also
providing as many performers as possi-
ble. We had six performers and e h
patch chords to connect virtually anthl
Ig to anything. The piece, which lasted
all evening, consisted of the performers
setting themselves various sound-elec-
tronic projects. Such a project might be
to take two sound sources and to put
them somehow rage four intermedi-

. ate stage seandte out over
three spe g o way that you deal
with he materials is by fow ts
cord, which coh of a large numbe
ot cutot s ibs. es indicate
sourd sources, amplfiers, and speakens.
and yo shffe thae together and drop
a handful of t a on a sheet of
paper. That indicates ow many of these
yop arerered to do.

-The nest is At there are six peo-

ple working in the same area with the
same equipment trying to fulfill their
own projects - interfering with each
other, taking apart something someone
else has just laborously set up, turning
down something that someone else has
just a moment ago turned up, and so on.
With this kind of inter-action, sunds
that result are extremely chaotic, to say
the least.

But it is very beautiful because after.
all, it makes a piece out of a process that
we are dealing with all the time. This
very process has gone on this morning. I
brought these things down here, first of
all, and connected them all to each other
and then we went about making some
connections on the face of the instru-
ment.

Now we have passed the purely ex-
perimental stage. We are going into a
phase where there is othing to prevent
all sorts of people fom jst what
they can do. It is not hard to work the
equipment. People come to the studio
here w i any previous experience in
elecoki, and th tabe the in kd
tion course and after a ope of months
beome e ietroni composeWs. hether
yMu have aN idea", wer you know
what ig on behit is one thing
and wheaher you ave any idea of what
to do with or you just come to the studio
and sit and stare blankly at the box wait-
i for i afisa herm .

. .~~~~~
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LLOYD-JONES: That, I think,
brings us to one of the things it is easiest
to be optimistic about with computer
usage. You turn out suts who not
only knw the material but wbo also
have an awareness of ing, as you
Pt it, of dynamic in t, of a real-

ity cbeck that comes out in terms of your
model beig wrngad taerefore of yuA

re ts bi wrong. Do you
wilen* yousp-withlstdens sgiiat
ty difeet frm say, _;.lsmae
when you were an undergraduate d a

universty?
JUSMCE: I expect so. We bave al-

ready began to see some diffe enees in
the pes of n g amotg many of
ee sds. III ait, we ourselves are

only beginning to realz the cr
and th Inacuracof many of th chMi-

cal models, the mathematical models,
which have held forth in biology for 15 or
20 years now. In this area, 15 or 2a years
is a long time.

LLOYD-JONES: Apart from the
change that comes about with the mate-
rial J, with the new research and new

sigs what kind of change do you get
i tnestudts?

JUSTIC: We really don't knowet.
This is of the thUs we at to, iW
some of the D ea p I

ject we are involved in. But I am )ust
syigthat jdifr MY own expyi-

ence, there mst be change tag plce,
becaue ctainy my ow contact with a

ompter has led to a changing of my
attitdes twrds the biolomodel

we worked ith before with pan and'
pencil.

i I 9S
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Computers Compose Controlled Cacophony

Traditional Forms Are Abandoned-

New Music Anticipates the Future

Conversation at Irvine



Listening at Democratic Studies Cen ter

SEELEY: Students are much too polite, much too
easily hoodwinked, and the presidents turn out smooth
kids who don't hassle them much. When I went up to a
Teach-in at the University of Toronto, it just blew my
mind, because the faculty had really captured the
Teach-in with talk about balance and a whole lot of
other things. As soon as anything started to happen,
when anyone got passionate or anything, they tem-
pered it down, dooled it out.

A guy is supposed to come in, know what he wants,
and til very very recently, there has been little dispo-
sition - if, say, he wanted to be a mathematician
but to start him on a course of mathematics; then ei-
ther get him kicked out if he wasn't up to it or going
right through the math.

STUDENT: If they're not politically active there,
are they more scholarly?

SEELEY: No, I don't think it's because they are
more scholarly.

No, I think the kids are more apathetic in Canada,
partly because there isn't the war to add to the urgen-
cy of the problem. There is this poisonous belief in pol-
iteness, maturity and responsibility, and I've watched
this game played with kids from kindergarten all
through the high schools.

STUDENT: What about the University of British
Columbia? I've just seen their paper, and it's very lib-
eral, quite left, and quite activist, it seems.

SEELEY: Probably things are breaking some-
what loose at UBC. Right next to it is a new universi-
ty, the only one in Canada that I know about that's
really exciting, and that's Simon Frazier. That place
is really swinging in more ways than one. In the first
place, it looks as though they may not jell into depart-
mental structure. There's one vast center called the
communications and the arts, and nobody knows pre-
cisely what that means. But it really means kids com-
ing in who are interested in somehow finding a way to
talk or express themselves or get in touch with other
people. You've got everything here from anthropology
to people doing sculpture and God knows what all else.
And the school at the moment is organized in such
centers, which is in itself intriguing. A strong number
of professors who don't fit into the conventional
scheme.

In its first two years of confronting students very
very early, it made some bad blunders but had the

(Puea TUB to Page 14, Col. 3)

America" the book which spawned
JFK's war on poverty).

The literature of the Center asserts
that the institution's "prejudice is de-
mocracy; its operating procedure, the
dialogue." Fellows debate issues sur-
rounding the Negro, the city, the Indian,
the Constitution, the University, peace,
or students. An independent, non-profit
institution started in 1959, the Center has
distributed 6,000,000 copies of some 175
publications.

One intriguing idea four visiting stu-
dents heard in February there was
Frank Kelly's proposal for an Annual
State of Mankind Address, to be de-
livered by the United Nations secretary-
general. The address would "bring to
you in living color" the central problems
of mankind. If technological color were
not available, radio, newspapers, pam-
phlets, public lectures-drums-would
promulgate the secretary's world com-
munity news.

John Seeley, author of the "America-
nization of Unconsciousness," sat with
us on the floor of his home to talk about
how students can survive without "psy-
chological castration."

Another group discussion the same
day among the, Fllow" included a de-
bate on legal and social justice. The Fel-

But despite its nakedness, the Center's
fellows have "produced" (sometimes to
the irritation of the government, as
when Harry Ashmore visited North Viet-
nam).

The Center defines and conducts its
studies collectively. Vice-President Hal-
lock Hoffman says of the dynamics of
learning from each other, "We're not
very good at it, but we're the best of
anyone I've seen."

The Center is a kind of anachronism
using an unstructured format of Plato-
symposium vintage. Whatever its short-
comings it does seem incredible that
most undergraduate teaching has forgot-
ten. this means of learning-small
groups, collectively defining and acting
on what the participants view as impor-
tant. The educational medium of semi-
nar discussions, based on what students
think they should learn, seems obviously
necessary if we are to resurrect the
mummies now sitting at their classroom
desks.

But even as the Center presses its
criticism and discussion forward, the
mega-versity is enlarging the unit of
learning and increasiny standardizing
its goals. A study publed last fall by
Joseph Katz of the Stanford Institute for
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lows sat around a table, clicked their
coffee cups and played with their sharp-
ened pencils while they listened to a visi-
tor, who was a veteran of an 18-month
jail term in Rhodesia.

The setting was strictly "think-
tank," but the script seemed somewhat
lacking.

Have the Center's discussions and
publications rippled into society and
spawned reforms? Yes, if we accept
John Kenneth Galbraith's view of techn-
oerats as the knowledgeable elite who.
as the most scarce factor of production,
have the most power. As those educated
in the intricacies of the technocratic
structure, the Fellows are among these
specialists. Presumably, their educated
views are assiduously studied by corpo-
rate business, government and other
educators. This is certainly true in at
least a few instances-as when JFK
started his war on poverty after Har-
rigton's book.

But direct links between Center
thoughts and society's actions are rare.

In the midst of the electro-techno-
cratic era, the Center is without stock-
holders' meeting, an eight-hour daily
schedule, gray flannel suits (some Fel-
lows wore sport shirts), computer, time
clock or govern t research contract.

(The author, a student at the Univer-
sity of Colorado in Boulder, Colorado,
spent a day during USSPA's February
Higher Education Seminar at the Center
for the Study of Democratic Institutions
in Santa Barbara, California. She gives
here her impressions and reactions, and
tries to extrapolate from the small
group experience at the Center to the
general state of undergraduate educa-
tion in the "megaversity." )

Hidden admist the greenery and
warmth of Santa Barbara, California, at
the end of a winding road on Eucalpytus
Hill, is an intellectual Shangri La -
remote from financial ties with IBM or
the Department of Defense, away from
the lawn mowers and shopping carts of
suburbia and from the sit-ins, bitch-ins,
or blubbering at the University.

At this emarald-enclosed enclave, the
Center for the Study of Democratic In-
stitutions, 23 men talk and write.

Although it is physically and finan-
cially isolated, the Center imports
technocrats students, diplomats, pro-
fessors and exports books, pamphlets,
audio-tapes. It is a Drop City for well-
known intellectuals, including past Un-
iversity of Chicago President Robert
Hutchins, Bishop James Pike, and Mi-
chael Harington (author of "The Other

a
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ing a 2.5 million sports complex. We indebted our-
selves to the tune of $12 a semester for the next 35
years to pay for this. And now it appears that because
we have agreed, they are going to put the stadium a
mile and a half north of campus across an inter-state
for the mere convenience of access.

SEELEY: I think that's pure shit. The advisory
relationship is in my own opinion, after watching the
whole thing for a lifetime, one that should be refused
absolutely everytime. Because what it does - it
doesn't matter whether it's faculty or students, - the
game is played worse on faculty in a sense - is saddle
you with the responsibility without any control what-
-ever.

The object of what is called the presidential advi-
sory committee is to capture and make Partly respon-
sible, all the potential opposition so that the very back
of the opposition is broken. Oue side is morally bro-
ken, but on the other the people who would be active in
opposition are so busy on these presidential advisory
committees that they haven't the time to fight.

STUDENT: What about the worse situation where
the president sees himself as some kind of Simon Le-
gree, the students as niggers and the idea is that he
doesn't even offer an advisory position.

SEELEY: First let me say that I think that they
are not kidding. Compared with the Canadian game
we were better off at Brandeis where -just barely
short of words - the president said, "Look, I built this
university, I have absolute power in it, and I propose
to have it til the day I die." You knew; then you didn't
waste four-fifths of your energy sitting in advisory
committees and fighting ghosts. But, in that kind of
situation, it is much clearer that anything and ever-
ything is justified.

If the president wants to make the thing a test of
power, then I see no obstacle, moral or other, to invad-
ing his house and not letting his car get out.

If his argument is you must do what he tells you,
because he has the power and I don't know what else it
can be - then my answer is, "Let's see who indeed
has the power." rather than that kind of head on con-
frontation, where the police would be immediately
called in and so on, my preference is really a sus-
tained incalculable guerrila movement in which stu-
dents one day borrowing a president's house and by
the time he's organized and got the University police

Proposed: Guerilla Revolt
Against Power Automated

(Motivated) Universities By:
John Seeley and 4 Student Editors

sense, decency and openness to back up and reverse
itself.

The last time I was out there there'd been a tre-
mendous row. The university is on top of the mountain
and the administration thought that since students and
professors might run out of gas on top, they obviously
needed a gas station on the campus. They made a kind
of a minimal provision to see that the thing wasn't too
unsightly, and then thinking it still within their
province, they signed a 99 year lease with Shell Oil to
operate this single monopolistic gas station.

But as soon as they did all kinds of hell on princi-
ple broke loose. Can the administration alter the envi-
ronment in which students live without consulting
them? Are there no aesthetic standards which should
be either debated or shared with students? And who in
hell would have chosen Shell Oil, which in Canada is
connected with a U.S. firm involved in napalm manu-
facture? Who above all would have given it to Shell Oil
virtually in perpetuity without consulting students?

Within three days the thing had escalated to the
point where the students looked as though they had
enough power to demand that either the matter would
be debated by the administration in the full presence
of the faculty and students and a new deal be made, or
they would simply bulldoze the gas station down the
hill.

So after not too long a period - you know it wasn't
like Berkeley spread out over three years or some-
thing like that - within 10, 20 days, the president
came back and said that on consideration and after
listening, he thought he'd committed a major error.
He had taken this in the ordinary way, as being just
one of those little things that you do. He could see the
validity of their arguments, and he offered a compro-
mise which they accepted.

STUDENT: Do you see any significance in what
happened there and some of the other cases for what
we call student power in the United States? I think
now of my own university where recently the students
were given an "advisory vote" in the matter of choos-

Drop City for Well-Known Intellectuals



the spring of 1966 to eleven classes (amounting to 33
units of credit) this spring. Relations between the
blacks and the OPENPROCESS people are close -
both exploiting the other for their own survival.

Academia Sans Brotherhood
The graduate students at State tend to be the lead-

ers. The few grad programs are too new yet, less re-
search-oriented, to attract real scholars. There is less
brotherhood with academia, more openness to change.
Those who come to State come looking for opportuni-
ties to create their educations, willing to devote the
time and effort necessary to "getting involved".

S.F. State students are communication oriented.
The degree to which they are informed is really
impressive. The bulletin boards are cluttered - but
up-to-date. Both campus publications and the San
Francisco CHRONICLE are read carefully and dis-
cussed minutely. As far as the students determine the
system at State, education is aimed at living, and
communicating takes a primary chunk of that educa-
tion.

San Francisco State sits across the Bay in the
shadow of Berkeley - defering to the reputation of its
Big Brother institution. Berkeley is the avante garde in
higher education I the impact of its revolutions are felt
nationally. But State with its institutional inferiority
complex is the real innovator.

Quiet Desecration
For all its reputation of rebellion Berkeley tends

to perpetuate the present system of education - the
elitist academia with its scholars and its libraries and
its government research projects and its prestigious
faculty positions. And State, for all its apparent mid-
dle-class mediocrity, continues to chart new goals for
higher education, to create silent revolutions in the
Institution, to desecrate the sacred cows of the Sys-
tem, to challenge the "self-evident truths". S.F.
State, not U.C.-Berkeley, has and will really change
the face of American higher education.

Patricia Sweeney
USSPA

t (From Page6

A As for the experimental college-free university, it
D has grown from its somewhat dubious beginnings to

its present position at State - offering almost 100
courses this term in "life theory" with an enrollment
of over 2,000 students (some of whom come only to the
e.c.) and officially recognized by the administration
and faculty senate. Completely organized and operat-
ed by students with some faculty and departmental
support, the e.c. has introduced a radical challenge to
the education system that has caused educators and
students to answer with similar experiments within
their institutions and has produced the phenomenon of
the '60's: the separate-identity experimental college.

The paradox I'd only glimpsed my first trip out
drew me back for a longer, deeper look at State. This
time I talked with the editor of the Real student news-
paper (THE OPENPROCESS), some of his staff, and
students at large. On any other campus OPENPRO-
CESS would be the campus-off-campus "under-
ground". At State it's an official campus paper and
"the voice of the students." Well-written, graphically
clean and pleasing, OPENPROCESS has a reputation
among the students for raising legitimate questions
and for offering an alternative to the GATOR distor-
tions. One graduate student in history saw the differ-
ences between the GATOR and OPENPROCESS as
the polarization of campus viewpoints. And State con-
tinues to support both publications - OPENPROCESS
getting its knocks from the administration, the GA-
TOR getting its blows from the white and black radi-
cals.

The blacks have their place among "the huts"
temporary quonset huts set up next to the Commons
that house aXl student activities from the GATOR and
OPENPROCESS to the student association to the e.c.
to the Black Student Union. Although they are strug-
gling to establish programs and curricula independent
of white support, they are presently working within
the budget and limits of the experimental college. The
black studies curriculum has grown from one class in
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Berkeley and S.F. State

On Revolt
(Fii Pne 13)
there, somebody is messing up the library by taking
books out and handing them back every half hour, or
something like that in masses. And by the time
they've got a staff organized to deal with that, then
there should be students bothering the clinic and as
soon as they've got enough doctors or policemen to
keep you out of it, then have everybody go see the dean
and tell him he doesn't really know if he ought to be in
the courses he's in.

STUDENT: Of course the problem is that most
colleges are not Berkeleys and in many situations
you'll find that the large majority of the campus is
totally opposed.

SEELEY: I don't know what to say about how
long a period of time it takes to radicalize students-
apart from the basic strategy of Berkeley, which was
really to keep some sustained pressure against the
administration, and then wait for it to commit one
atrosity after another. And we still don't know three
years later - four years later - a long way from '64;
we still don't know whether they're going to win or
not. It's in the students' favor.

But it's still not clear whether or not the Universi-
ty of California is going to be a dictatorship. It's
moving more that way.

STUDENT: Do you think in any kind of student
power campaign that a certain number of graduate
students are necessary for success. I know FSM had a!
good number, especially on the executive committee. |

SEELEY: I think a university like California
which is almost totally dependent on its Teaching As-
sistants is a natural target. And if they strike or if they
sabotage or slow down or even if they were to do the
opposite, like the railway unions do, and follow all the
orders meticulously so that the registrar's office is
constantly overloaded with information - if they do
any of those things the university will collapse.

STUDENT: It's three mintues after your next ap-
pointment.

SEELEY: Did you find out anything of any use?
STUDENT: Oh yes, definitely, we found out how

to foment revolution on campuses. There's a going to
be four more revolutions.

STUDENT: Isn't there some federal law against
counseling to insurrection?

SEELEY: It would be up to my lawyer to prove
that this was not insurrection, and that we are true
patriots and trying to get the constitution adhered to,
and that the young are people. That's the new dispen-
sation. We've got to get recognition that young people
are human beings, just as we had to get recognition
that the slaves were human beings.

STUDENT: That eliminates four-fifths of the pro-
isftsorsrom the wauversity.
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promoting educational reform.
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the succeeding meetings with the computer.'
computers are designed to become the chi
friend. Verbal instructions are given in che
voices and animated drawings are interspersed
to hold the child's interest. In the middle of a les-
son, a game might be injected. They vary from
hopscotch and bingo, to the subtle "find the rule
game" which really relates back to the lesson.
Anselm sees no limit to the possibilities which
exist through proper programming. One possible
idea is utilizing the computer as a cybernetic

psychoanalyst. Anselm believes that if the prow
er relationship is developed between child and

computer, the child would trust the computer.
A hypothetical example would be: The child

comes to his computer each morning; the com-
puter asks the child "and how are you feeling
today?" -If the child answers in the negative, the
computer asks him why; the child explains; the
computer offers counsel.

Operation of a computer-based Russian
course at Stanford differs from the Brentwood
project. In that, students work only with a telety-
pewriter and earphones controlled by the com-
puter. They receive instructions from a tape
recording made by the Russian instructor, then
they respond on the teletype machine. The com-
puter analyzes their answers, activates the keys
to tell the student what is wrong with his re-
sponses, and tells him which items to review. '

Since the equipment has no capability for
receiving an oral response, the students regular-
ly attend the language labs, and in addition make
tape recordings monthly with the Russian in-
structor, in order to practice the spoken lan-
guage.

Russian professor Elise Belenky points out a
particular advantage of this system is that the
student is spared "passive" time in the class-
room, listening to other students' incorrect re-
sponses.

But along with this evident satisfaction with
computerized instruction and enthusiasm about
its potential, there are misgivings about the loss
in personal contact. Even though the student is
being individually responded to by the computer,
he is being responded to in a mechanical fashion,
from a source which, although programmed by
humans, is limited in its range of responses.
Also, the machine must always have the last
word in any communication with it. If the user
"signs off" the computer, it will always answer,
"4you are signed off." _

Don Bushnell, vice president of the Brooks
Foundation, which does research into the appli-
cations of computer technology, wrote in an arti-
cle called "The Information Utility and the
Right of Anonymity," "This information in
many instances will have to be explained or de-
fended by the student, because information on
every step in his educational history will be
available.

There seems to be no real alternative to us-
ing computers to help us cope with the increas-
ing complexity of our society. But, as Bushnell
writes, we must "provide the proper balance
between administrative efficiency and indi-
vidual privacy ... the decisions we make must
be based on a set of humanistic principles that
are to be taken as categorical imperatives."

Martin Rips, UCLA
and

Dennis Stephens, Portland State College

A hundred years ago John Stuart Mills spoke
of an enlightened society in which the elite would
be privileged to receive a "liberal education"-a

6" small group of young men leisurely engaging in
philosophical rhetoric and occasionally mean-
dering into the great Greek and Roman classics.

With the shift in balance of traditional poWI-
al structures and a heightened attentiveness to
technological advances, Mills' vision slowly
began to decay. With the two world wars and a
depression acting as catalysts, the total destruc-
tion of a 2000-year-old concept of education has
become complete.

The question of what to do about mass edu-
cation and how to do it is the question of the '70s,
and by the time we get around to answering it
our answer will be obsolete.

If we elect to meet the exponentially expand-
ing population and offer them all the preferential
right of education, then we are faced with a
*choice. Either try to accommodate this increase

-* within the existing system, or try to produce a
new system which can be efficient and yet retain
what Plato would call the essence of our social
being.

Amid the debate over philosophies, "compu-
terized" education is quietly growing. 1

At Brentwood elementary school in mostly
black East Palo Alto, Calif., first and second
graders are learning reading and mathematics
with the aid of an IBM 1800 computer, used in
supplement to their classroom work.

At Stanford University in Palo Alto, stu-
dents taking a computer-based course in first-
year Russian are doing three times better, as
measured by exams, than their counterparts in
the traditional classroom course.

At Morehead, Ky., second and sixth grad-
s. ers are learning arithmetic by following compu-

terized instructions on teletypewriters.
At McComb, Miss., sixth grade students

are studying logic on a computer-tnked teletype-
writer.

The Brentwood Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion laboratory is the first in the country to be an
integral part of a public school. The million-dol-
lar project is funded by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion and is in its second year of full-time opera-
tion. It's purpose is to find out "if it is really pos-
sible to teach with this kind of technology, and to
do it over an extended period of time," Karl
Anselm, a research assistant there, claims. The
lab is operated in conjunction with Stanford Un-
iversity. Computerized instruction costs from
five dollars to 50 cents per student hour, as com-

w pared with 25 cents to 35 cents for a teacher.
Brentwood pupils work at the CAI equipment

in half-hour shifts of 16 pupils at a time. Each
child has a television screen, used to display let-
ters, numerals, and some pictures and special
symbols; an image projector, used to project
color pictures from a 16 mm film strip a set of
earphones, through which a recorded teacher's
voice instructs the child; and a teletype key-
board and electronic pen, which the child uses to
respond to each question presented on the
screen.

The system is basically a linear one. A prob-
lem (in either reading or math) is presented
along with pictures or other aids and the student
is given several optional choices.

^ Each mistake made is recorded by the com-
puter and the areas of weakness are stressed in

IF:

When millions of freshmen flock
through the gates of their college each
September, they find that the school of
their choice has a whole series of poli-
cies and structures desgned to ward off
the annual student invasion. The more
perceptive students soon come to the
conclusion that their personalities and
expectations are of little concern to the
college. What is important is that the
students behave as required so that the
college can achieve its own goals of sur-
vival and expansion, and the primary of
these goals means that the education of
the students has rather low priority.

-The Student in Higher
Education, from Report of the

Committee on Higher Education, 1968
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From Elementary School Through the University

Computers Replace the Absent-Minded Professc


